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ABSTRACT
PREDICTING MENTAL HEALTH CRISIS IN VETERANS: EARLY WARNING SIGNS, PRECURSORS AND PROTECTIVE FACTORS

Priyanka Annapureddy
Marquette University, 2022

Mental Health (MH) conditions have recently increased to a large extent due to socio-demographic changes. Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) is one of the most common mental health disorders prevalent in US. PTSD is even more troubling at double the rate in combat veterans leaving their service compared to general population. Severity of PTSD is associated with risk taking behaviors such as substance abuse, non-suicidal self-injury, and sexual risk behaviors. Psychological disorders are often preceded by early warning signs and recognizing the early warning signs of PTSD will help in preventing the returning or worsening of PTSD symptoms. Ecological momentary assessment (EMA) studies are more sophisticated in tracking fluctuations of symptoms real-time, and they are effective in monitoring for crisis events in veterans.

Mobile applications are commonly used means to gather such EMA information from participants. Our research focuses on developing interpretable machine learning (ML) models using socio-demographic data and EMA data from natural settings to predict high PTSD risk in veterans and those who engage in risky behaviors. Findings from these models can be integrated with existing m-health frameworks to generate text alerts to the mentors when the crisis patterns are observed in their mentees. Such an integrated crisis prediction and alerting system would add benefit to peer mentors to plan intervention.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

1.1 Mental Health

Issues related to mental health have been on rise according to World Health Organization (WHO) [6] due to changes in social landscape. Nearly one in five US adults every year experience mental illness in their lives [2] which include various disorders with varying severity. Factors such as stress, poverty, rapid social change, violence, environmental, family and relationship problems greatly affect mental health [2]. Psychological disorders are found to be associated with risk taking behaviors like substance abuse, aggression, suicide etc., [1]. They are also associated with medical comorbidities [3], which causes increase in patient suffering, and health care costs. An increase in the occurrence of mental illness and its burden on healthcare has mandated a growing interest in treatment and prevention.

1.2 PTSD, Symptoms and Risk Factors

In this study, we focus on Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and its associated patterns of onset and persistence. PTSD is a psychological disorder that can affect individuals after exposure to significant trauma. In the aftermath of trauma, people experience symptoms of stress and anxiety. These symptoms start to appear any time after the traumatic event, it can be within days or even years after exposure. For some, the symptoms vanish without any intervention, but for others they go on to develop PTSD [110]. PTSD symptoms are characterized into four symptom clusters in the Diagnostic Statistic Manual (DSM-5). They include intrusive memories or reliving the experience; avoidance of people and trauma related situations; negative alterations in
thoughts and mood that can interfere with the daily activities; hyperarousal or easily being startled [111]. These symptoms are presented in Figure 1.1.

![PTSD Symptom Cluster](source: Jorge, R. 2015.)

Additionally, anxiety and depression are considered as the co-occurring symptoms of PTSD. Exposure to traumatic events is not uncommon in military veterans and the prevalence of PTSD in US veterans is high.

### 1.2.1 PTSD Vulnerability in Veterans

While in military service veterans can be exposed to a wide range of stressors and trauma events ranging from training accidents to intense combat exposure, to military sexual trauma [112]. PTSD prevalence in veterans is twice the rate of general population in US [113]. It is estimated that of the veterans who returned from OEF/OIF wars, nearly one third have been diagnosed with PTSD or other mental health conditions [114]. Veterans with these mental health conditions face additional challenges while transitioning to civilian life. Veterans returning from service often have difficulties adapting to the change and undergo multiple stressors during this process [115]. Though there are a wide range of estimates provided by different studies, a meta-analysis done by [4], estimated that average PTSD prevalence in OEF/OIF veterans is 23% [4].
PTSD affects the medical comorbidities; a study on 163 male combat related veterans exposed that cell counts of RBC, WBC and platelets are significantly higher in veterans with PTSD group and these were associated with inflammation [10]. Elevated plasma AVP levels were observed with PTSD, and these were significantly correlated with symptoms of avoidance [116]. A number of high-risk behaviors are also associated with military PTSD. For example, rates of non-suicidal self-injury and substance use is high in veterans with PTSD [5]. Suicide rate is also observed to be higher in OEF/OIF veterans compared with previous war cohorts and general population [6]. It is estimated that younger veteran suicide rates increased 26% from 2005 to 2007 [7]. Alcohol use is high in veterans with PTSD compared to non-PTSD veterans and anxiety and depression were reported as the reasons for heavy drinking [9]. Emotions like anger, hostility, and aggression are common in veterans with PTSD [8], and the level of difficulty regulating these emotions correlates with PTSD symptom severity [8] and risk-taking behaviors [117,118].

1.2.2 Risk Factors of PTSD Identified from Literature

Research indicates that personal characteristics play an important role in the development of PTSD [11,12,13]. Although PTSD occurs following a traumatic experience, not everyone who gets exposed to trauma develops PTSD. Demographic, Psycho-social, lifestyle, medical comorbidities and pre-deployment factors influence the impact of traumatic event on veteran’s mental health. Age, gender [12], unemployment [13], physical inactivity [15], lack of family and friends support [14] are some of the socio-demographic risk factors identified from literature. Lifestyle related variables like increased weight [15] is also understood to be a risk factor of PTSD. Psychological
factors like self-reported anxiety, depressive symptoms [16], and emotion are also considered as risk factors. Emotion dysregulation is not only a symptom [8,17] of PTSD but is a predictor of the development of more severe PTSD symptoms [18,19]. Medical comorbidities like higher blood cell counts are indicative of PTSD risk in veterans. These immune markers in blood along with C-reactive protein at the time of pre-deployment are also the risk factors of later PTSD development [119]. Mitochondrial metabolites like lactate, citrate, eicosanoids, and glutamine along with plasma cortisol level are also predictive of later PTSD [16]. It was proved that genetic factors also play a role in developing PTSD after trauma and the risk is strongest among women. Risk factors identified by earlier works are presented in Figure 1.2. All these risk factors offer benefit for early prediction and identification of at-risk veterans. It is common that individuals have more than one risk factor, the correlation methods and feature selection methods used in the above techniques cannot detect the behavioral combinations of them. Risk factors alone also do not provide information about any intermittent mental health crisis events. Mental illness can trigger crisis episodes in individuals. Crisis events are common in any domain, whether it is a natural disaster, manufacturing, financial or mental health, they share similarities. There is a generalized definition of crisis that is applicable to mental health as well.
1.3 Crisis Theory, Risk Factors, Precursors and Early Warning Signs

Crisis is defined as a state when a previously existing equilibrium is disturbed because of an unexpected event or series of events that create high levels of uncertainty [20,122]. The event can be either related to a human made catastrophes, technological system failure, natural disaster, political, economic issues, social loss of a significant person, biological which is a physical illness, a stressful event which causes emotional upset. etc., [20,21,22]. Depending on the nature of events these crisis events cause property or reputational loss, physical or emotional pain [20,27]. Some characteristics of crisis period specified are "it awakens the unresolved problems" [20], bridges the gap between pre-existing conditions and current events [21]. Whether it is an organizational crisis, or natural disaster, economic crisis or individual crisis, the most universal component associated with it is the perception of threat. Duration of crisis can be acute or extreme (long-term) and calls for action [20,22] and during crisis period, tension mounts to peak.
and falls [21]. It was argued by [22] that crisis if not attended may develop into a disaster. In this section we explore the definitions of precursors, warning signs, risk factors and their relationship to long-term and acute crisis events.

### 1.3.1 Precursors

A crisis can be either acute or long-term depending on the length of period of its occurrence. Any major catastrophic event is often preceded by intermediate events called precursors [24,25]. National Academy of Engineering workshop defined precursor as any event or group of events that must occur for an accident to occur [123]. The NASA precursor analysis handbook [124] defines an accident precursor as ‘‘an anomaly that signals the potential for more severe consequences that may occur in the future, due to causes that are discernible from its occurrence today.’’ Some definitions of precursors include both conditions and events, it was proposed in [26], to exclude conditions that contribute but do not constitute an accident. The pre-existing conditions can be attributed as risk factors. Precursors are also defined as an event or situation in light of small set of changes in behaviors would have led to a consequential adverse event [23]. These precursor events are understood to be repetitive and are subjected to phase transitions. It was noted that there was increase in the occurrence of these precursors close to the critical point, this was noted in the case of large-scale earthquakes [25] and geo technical failures [24]. A review of literature marked the following characteristics for precursors [26]: 1. These are defined as off-nominal events but not the conditions; 2. Can be real or postulated; 3. Should follow an initiating off-nominal event; 4. Exhibit state transitions; 5. Increase in occurrence of precursors close to critical point. In this work, we consider
precursors to be “A group of events following an initiating event that has the potential for severe consequences in future”.

1.3.2 Early Warning Signs

There are different definitions of early warning signs in literature. These are defined as the immediate antecedents of crisis [28]. In other work [26], these are defined as signals of the events which together constitute an accident sequence. It was stated that pre crisis period is one of the stages of crisis, which consists of warning signs [20]. These warning signs are associated with near time adverse events which reveal the developing of a future event within short periods of time. However, warning signs are not always identified to represent close relation, the time frame within which they appear change with the nature of application. In a work by [103], warning signs were also defined as weak signals that strengthened over time, these were observed as early as years ago. Signals of an impending earthquake were observed in 1 year span [107]. Warning signs are perceived differently depending up on the crisis in study. In mental health, warning signs are defined as small changes in behavior that indicate acute risk and are understood to have proximal relationship and correlation with it [28]. For the purpose of this paper we define the warning sign to a crisis event as "indicators of acute crisis events " . In this work, we are interested in finding the early warning signs which indicate risk taking behaviors within a week.

1.3.3 Risk Factors

Risk factors are the pre-existing conditions (e.g., age, abuse history etc.,) that can contribute or aggravate a crisis and can be regarded as contributing factors. Unlike the
warning signs risk factors suggest long-term probabilistic risk possibly a lifetime. In [28], differentiating characteristics between risk factors and warning signs were stated. According to them, risk factors are defined as population dependent and have limited implications for intervention whereas warning signs call for specific intervention. Risk factors are static whereas warning signs are episodic and variable. Risk factors are defined to have more objective quality whereas warning signs are subjective.

Pictorial representation of risk factors, precursors, acute crisis events, early warning signs and long-term crisis and how they are interrelated is shown in Figure 1.3.

![Figure 1.3. Pictorial representation of risk factors, events, warning signs. IE: Initiating event; E1..En: Crisis events; WS: Warning sign; Groups of events E1-En: Precursors](image)

1.4 Mental health Crisis

The concept of crisis is applicable to mental health as well. A mental health crisis is defined as changes in person’s actions, feelings, and behaviors. These marked changes are considered as crisis events. Internal and external stressors in daily life when not perceived properly can trigger crisis episodes in individuals. It was argued that there could be multiple occurrences of these crisis events and their length varies from very short to longer periods [20,21]. These crisis events are also understood to be subjective [20,21]; i.e., the crisis events vary from an individual or group to another group. Inability
to cope with the crises can lead to risk taking behaviors, and/or put them at risk of being unable to care for themselves. According to National Alliance on Mental Illness, being prepared in advance to a mental health crisis can help in avoiding the crisis. To prevent hazardous crisis outcome or be prepared for the crisis events, it is essential that these events need to be reliably identified. The definition of crisis theory is applied here to find the risk factors, precursors and early warning signs to long-term and acute crisis events respectively. In this research, unchanged high PTSD symptoms or onset of high PTSD symptoms are considered as long-term crisis [61]. Engaging in risk-taking behaviors are considered as acute crisis events. Therefore, the focus of this research is in identifying the precursors and early warning signs of long-term and acute crisis in veterans who were exposed to combat trauma.

1.5 Ecological Momentary Assessment

Precursors and early warning signs can be identified by monitoring for current symptoms in participants. One of the most sophisticated methods for monitoring ongoing symptoms is Ecological Momentary Assessment (EMA) where real time dynamic experiences are collected from the participants [120]. EMA are effective to track the fluctuations in individual behaviors, emotions, and subjective experiences in participant’s usual environment. The advantage of EMA is that data is sampled multiple times in natural environment as against to laboratory setting, thereby providing quality data. The data needs to be sampled is decided by the researchers. There are two main categories of EMA sampling strategies: Time based, and Event based. In the time-based method, the responses are gathered at various times of the day and in the event-based methods, the
responses are gathered at the occurrence of events. The choice of the method depends on the interest of the study whether to capture daily events or particular events.

The other focus in EMA studies is that how this data needs to be collected. There have been two methods of collecting this data: active and passive methods. In the passive methods, EMA are synchronized with data collected from mobile devices like geolocation, phone calls and texts. Whereas in active methods participants self-report the information in the form of structured interviews or surveys. With the recent advances in technology, technology offered solutions are being used. The use of mobile phones and portable medical based sensors in healthcare is called m-health [121]. EMA via m-health can assist the participants to report their behavioral and health patterns.

1.6 m-Health and ML for Mental Health
As m-health includes the mobile technology such as smartphones, many m-health apps are being developed to support healthcare professionals in diagnostic procedures and patients to monitor their health. The goal of m-health data is to provide an actionable information, however m-health data is raw that is not understandable by the users. Machine Learning (ML) plays a key role in discovering the unrecognized patterns from this data and predicts the clinical targets or disorders. ML has been used to examine most mental health disorders, including depression, anxiety, etc [32,57]. Supervised machine learning algorithms can model the complex relationships between variables and are effective in classification and prediction. ML together with m-health have proven effective in providing effective healthcare including mental health. ML is one of the applications of Artificial Intelligence (AI) where the system learns from the patterns in training data and makes it predictions on the new data without being programmed
explicitly. Various Machine Learning (ML) algorithms evolved for building clinical decision support systems. EMA data collected through m-health app when compounded with the analytical capabilities of ML algorithms, can contribute to an effective decision support system. ML in mental health is an emerging research area with many ML enabled systems built for identifying the symptoms, mental illness and disease progression.

1.7 Literature Review

There is increased interest in studies on mental health due to change in social life-styles. Table 1.1 lists the predictive models used in mental health detection.

1.7.1 ML Works in Mental Health

A review of literature demonstrates that ML techniques are found to be robust and scalable in mental health domain. They were applied for diagnostic and prognostic modelling of mental health disorders like depression, anxiety, stress, suicide, substance use, PTSD etc.. [51,57,32]. Diagnostic modelling refers to detecting or identifying the disorder in individuals, whereas prognostic modelling means predicting the onset or progression of mental health conditions. In both types of modelling, supervised classification techniques were the most utilized ML method. Data varied from unstructured data, sensor-based data, voice, clinical data, neuro imaging etc., social media data, MRI and speech based data were also used by [29,30] for identification of depressive symptoms, sensor based data was used to detect psychiatric emergencies [31].

The commonly used algorithms in all these works are SVM, RF, DT, Naïve Bayes, NN and boosting models. Prognostic modelling of mental health involved multiple disorders, and depression was the most analyzed disorder in research. Anxiety, stress, autism and
PTSD are the next most commonly studied disorders. Table 1.1 shows the summary of ML techniques used for the prediction of mental health disorders.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mental Health</th>
<th>Related work</th>
<th>Data type</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>Perlis, 2013</td>
<td>Clinical</td>
<td>RF, NB, Regression, SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kessler et al., 2016</td>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>DT, Regression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>van Breda et al., 2016</td>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>RF, SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wahle et al., 2016</td>
<td>Sensors</td>
<td>RF, SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ryu et al., 2015</td>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>Gradient Boosting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTSD</td>
<td>Saxe et al., 2017</td>
<td>Clinical</td>
<td>RF, SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rosellini et al., 2018</td>
<td>Interview</td>
<td>DT, RF, Regression, SVM, Super learner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kessler et al., 2014</td>
<td>WMH surveys</td>
<td>Regression, RF, Super learner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wshah et al., 2019</td>
<td>survey</td>
<td>LR, RF, SVM, NB, Ensemble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Galatzer-Levy et al., 2014</td>
<td>ED</td>
<td>SVM, RF, Adaboost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zandvakili et al., 2020</td>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>LARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Schultebraucks et al., 2020</td>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>RF, SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>Bermejo et al., 2013</td>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>DT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Panagiotakopoulos et al., 2010</td>
<td>EHR</td>
<td>ARM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hoogendoorn et al., 2016</td>
<td></td>
<td>DT, Regression, RF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety, Depression and PTSD</td>
<td>Park et al., 2018</td>
<td>Social Media</td>
<td>Clustering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suicide/self-harm</td>
<td>Metzger et al., 2017</td>
<td>EHR</td>
<td>ARM, DT, NB, RF, SVM, Regression</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 1.7.1.1 PTSD in general population:

It was established that biomarkers can be used to distinguish individuals with PTSD, and it subtypes from healthy cohorts using ML methods [33]. However, this is a model for diagnostic prediction of PTSD. Recent years have shown increased interest into the early prediction of PTSD status at the end of follow up period. There are many works done by researchers for predicting PTSD. All these works involved various kinds of data like neuro imaging [48], ED room observations [48], sensor based [49], speech markers [50], survey responses etc... All these studies focused on early prognosis of PTSD. [45]
showed that PTSD can be predicted accurately within 10 days of trauma incident through conducting surveys using Metricwire a mobile app. Loss of interest in activities, sleep difficulty are some of the important predictive variables identified in their model. Among the various algorithms used in their work, ensemble model returned better performance. Socio demographics of the participants were not included in their work. Kessler et al., 2014 have used world mental health surveys to build predictive model to identify people at high risk of PTSD after trauma exposure. RF, regression and super learner were employed in their models, their evaluation results showed that super learner an ensemble model outperformed all other algorithms. Another study by [47] worked on predicting long-term PTSD. Their model included features from demographics, ED observations, and telephonic interviews, SVM was the best performer among the models they have used. Strobl et al., 2012 demonstrated that multimodal data like neuroimaging and quality of life increased the accuracy of predictions. A recent study conducted by used MRI images to predict four subscales of PCL-5 using functional networks of the brain [46]. In another study Saxe et al., 2017 applied ML models to predict childhood PTSD in acutely traumatized children [51]. Their feature set included variables belonging to childhood development, demographics, parent symptoms, genes, and other child symptoms and functioning. Causal analysis was used to find the risk factors of PTSD in children. It was found that prior PTSD, prior loss, acute stress in parents as some of the risk factors of PTSD.

1.7.1.2 ML works in veterans: All the studies above have worked on general population, and the multi modal risk factors of PTSD were reported. Similar data and methods were used in predicting the probable combat related PTSD in veterans. Probabilistic and
regression methods were used for estimating the likelihood of PTSD. Other works involved use of more sophisticated ML methods. [52] examined the pre-deployment related risk factors of PTSD in veterans. They used biological, clinical, neurocognitive variables and self-reported information of anxiety and depression for predicting PTSD within 90-180 days after their return from duty. RF and SVC were used for the classification model, better performance was observed with SVM. In a work on UK military veterans [53], supervised ML algorithms RF, SVC, Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) were applied on a sample data consisting of serving and ex-service military veterans. Their models achieved higher accuracies but the model’s sensitivity of predicting true positive labels is relatively low (0.69-0.70) giving more potential for false negatives.

ARM techniques were also used for discovering the knowledge in the mental health domain. ARM methods have been used in the data mining analysis of psychological problems in college students [54]. FP-growth algorithm was used to generate positive and negative association rules. Wang etc.al 2019, [55] have applied ARM on medical claims data for identifying the medical comorbidities of mental disorders. Their study found a high association between digestive system disease and psychiatric disorders. Apriori algorithm was used for mining the rules based on support – confidence framework. In another study, ARM was used to find the profiles of traumas and life stressors that can predict the presence of anxiety and depression [56] in Srilankan war survivors. In their work, self-report questionnaires of anxiety and depression were used to identify the risk factors. ARM was used by Panagiotakopoulos et al., to find the
relationship between context data (location, time, age, gender, physical conditions, symptoms etc.,) and stress level of the patient [57].

1.8 ML Strategies for PTSD Research

Looking at the preliminary works in PTSD space, it is understood that most of the ML models were oriented towards predicting an individual as at risk of PTSD or not. But they fail to predict the severity of PTSD, which is found to be more associated with risk taking behaviors.

In most of the studies discussed in the above section, RF, DT, regression, SVC and ensemble algorithms are the most used methods. In all the works that involved ensemble algorithm, ensemble was clearly the winner, SVM also outperformed other algorithms. Given the potential of SVC to handle the non-linear data, they proved to perform better in both classification and regression tasks. They work well with high dimensional data. Random forests are an ensemble of multiple decision trees built on random subsets of features. Decision tree is made up of multiple decision points forking into decision paths, with each of them terminating in a class label. Decision tree is interpretable, and the decision paths contribute as rules. But these rules of decision trees are very few and are not reliable and can lead to overfitting. In RF, which is an ensemble, random subset of features is used for splitting at each node. By emphasizing on random features, complex feature patterns are captured, and chance of overfitting can be reduced. Since RF constitutes of deep decision trees, understanding why a decision was made from each individual tree is not feasible. However, they explain the individual feature importance, but they cannot be used as an explanatory model. Some studies in mental
health show that association rules were used to mine the patterns and relationships between the variables. Identified patterns provide new knowledge about the association between symptoms and presence or absence of a disorder. But when there are multiple rules (especially hundreds and thousands) suggesting the presence and absence of a disorder, arriving at a cohesive conclusion of risk in a patient might be difficult. Combined effect of these mined rules must be evaluated to predict the risk in an individual.

In all the methods discussed, models are evaluated or considered to be predictable based on accuracy, sensitivity and AUC metrics. But these do not explain why a prediction was made. Failure to explain an outcome can result in lack of trust in the predictions. Removing the black-box nature of a model and increasing the transparency ensures that generated predictions are unbiased and reliable. For this, our research takes a different approach of building an interpretable ML model for the prediction of PTSD outcome. To date, this was not implemented in the predictive modelling of mental health disorders as per our knowledge.

This research work proposes to address these gaps by

1. Building a multiclass classification model to stratify PTSD risk in veterans into three levels of low risk, medium risk, and high risk. Further, the work is extended to

2. Mining precursors to long-term crisis in veterans using ARM and build associative classifier to predict the PTSD severity.
3. Identifying early warning signs to acute crisis events that can indicate the risk-taking behaviors in veterans.
CHAPTER 2: DATA AND ANALYSIS

2.1 Community based Peer Mentoring by Dryhootch

It was indicated that veterans after leaving their regular service are at increased risk of mental health disorders including PTSD [58]. The goal of this work is in developing crisis alert system based on behavioral markers collected from m-health app for veterans. Though Department of Defense and Department of Veteran Affairs provide mental health services to veterans, they cannot reach out to all places where veterans reside. Therefore, many outreach programs like “texting campaign”, social media campaigns and community-based guidance programs have emerged to support veterans who recently separated from military service [59]. Community based organizations serving veterans provide more comfortable and welcoming environment to the veterans. Dryhootch of America (DH) is one of the community-based organizations which provides peer mentor support to the OEF/OIF returning veterans trying to reintegrate into the society [60]. They offer a 12-week program where the veteran’s health and progression of symptoms are observed through weekly surveys. The veteran support is provided by qualified veteran mentors who went through similar phase and have overcome the challenges. It is understood that veterans feel comfortable to share their personal experiences with the co-veteran mentors than with anyone outside their community [59].

2.2 m-Health Enabled Community Outreach

The peer-mentor program at DH is a 12-week program, during which veterans are assessed for risk taking behavior, symptom changes and social functioning by mentors. Ecological Momentary Assessment (EMA) techniques are used to monitor the veterans
for 12-weeks. The advantage of EMA is that repeated measures can be taken in individuals’ natural settings. The weekly EMA surveys at DH capture the crisis events in veterans for the mentors to analyze the risk in their mentees. Initially, paper-based surveys were conducted by mentors, and it was later understood to be ineffective as it became difficult for mentors to assess each mentee condition effectively [59]. As most of the veterans in the program were younger veterans and were comfortable with the use of smartphones and internet technology, a technology mediated solution was then built. The system was called iPeer and has two modules veteran and peer-mentor mobiles apps [59]. The veteran version of the app is for the mentees to provide their feedback through surveys about their wellbeing, and the mentor can view this information in the mentor version of the app.

2.3 QRF App

Quick Reaction Force (QRF) application consists of QRF mentee and mentor versions. Figure 2.1 shows the mentee and mentor QRF app. Mentee version of the app is used by mentee veterans to take weekly EMA survey and these survey responses can be analyzed by the mentor in the mentor version of the app. The surveys are available in the form of a check-in to mentees, on clicking the available check-in button, mentee gets questions for the survey.

QRF Mentor version of the app is used by the mentors. When a mentor logs in, he or she will get a screen with a list of all their mentees. For each mentee, a graphical view representing the survey responses over a broader time period is shown. [61] focused on providing visualization of the mentee self-reports to the mentors. The purpose of this dashboard is to aid mentors in detecting early warning signs of crisis in their mentees and
determine the need to reach out their mentees in acute crisis. This research builds upon their work to develop a personalized crisis alert system based on the predictive modelling of PTSD. This work focuses on application of Machine Learning (ML) in enhancing the personalized analysis for peer mentors and to integrate it with existing QRF system to generate text alerts to the mentors for their intervention.

![Figure 2.1. a) QRF mentee version of the app (left side) and b) mentor version of the app (right side)](image)

### 2.4 Data Description

Data for the study comes from QRF, a smartphone application initially developed by [59] in partnership with Dryhootch of America. Initial set of veterans who enrolled for 12-week program at DH consists of 305 participants, their socio demographic characteristics and other measures including PTSD diagnostic score were collected at the beginning of the program (baseline). QRF study used a repeated measures approach,
where the baseline survey repeated at six and twelve weeks which are called midpoint and discharge surveys. Along with these, the weekly EMA surveys capture the crisis events in participants during the 12-week program. The details of these surveys are provided in the next subsections.

2.5 Data Variables

2.5.1 Baseline Variables

Many researchers have identified the risk factors of PTSD in their works. The risk factors are understood to increase the risk of PTSD onset when exposed to trauma. They include demographic variables [12], alcohol and substance use [5,6], lack of family and friends support [14], physical inactivity [62], and unemployment [13]. To measure these factors in the participants, various questionnaires involving AUDIT, SAS, DRRI, smoking were conducted at baseline, midpoint and discharge times of the 12-week program. Along with these, participants PTSD diagnostic score (PCL-5) is also measured at those time points. Demographic characteristics and the branch of military service of the participants were also included in the study. All these variables collected at the time of baseline are called as the baseline variables and are considered in the current work. The following subsections describes the baseline variables included in the study.

2.5.1.1 Demographic variables: These include demographic information like age, gender, school enrollment, and the branch of military (Army, AirForce, Navy etc.,) veteran served. Some of the questions used are listed in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 Demographic questionnaire used in survey

| 1. | Gender | 0 | Female |
|    |        | 1 | Male   |
|    |        | 2 | Transgender |
|    |        | 98 | Other |
|    |        | 97 | Refused |

| 2. | Are you currently enrolled in school? | 1 | Yes |
|    |                                        | 0 | No |

| 3. | In which branch(es)/component(s) of the military did you serve? (Check all that apply) | 1 | Army |
|    |                                                                                   | 2 | Navy |
|    |                                                                                   | 3 | Air Force |
|    |                                                                                   | 4 | Marine |
|    |                                                                                   | 5 | Coast |
|    |                                                                                   | 6 | National |
|    |                                                                                   | 7 | Active |
|    |                                                                                   | 8 | Reserve |
|    |                                                                                   | 9 | Other |

2.5.1.2 **AUDIT**: It is a 10-item questionnaire developed by World Health Organization (WHO) to assess alcohol consumption, drinking behaviors and alcohol-related problems. A score of 8 or greater is considered as problematic alcohol use. From this questionnaire, three questions related to heavy alcohol use are used in the baseline survey, these are shown in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2 AUDIT questionnaire used in survey

| 1. | How often do you have a drink containing alcohol? | 0 | Never |
|    |                                                   | 1 | Monthly or less |
|    |                                                   | 2 | Two to four times a month |
|    |                                                   | 3 | Two or three times per week |
|    |                                                   | 4 | Four or more times per week |
| 2. | When you are drinking, how many drinks do you typically have? | 0 | 1 or 2 |
|    |                                                   | 1 | 3 or 4 |
2.5.1.3 Smoking: This smoking questionnaire is conducted to measure the smoking patterns in participants. It contains questions to understand the smoking habits in participants and their dependency on smoking. Following question in Table 2.3 is used as one of the baseline variables.

Table 2.3 Smoking questionnaire used in survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1.</th>
<th>How many cigarettes a day do you smoke?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10 or less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>11-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>21-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>31 or more</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.5.1.4 SAS: It is composed of questions to assess the participants interest in hobbies, daily activities, and job. It is also measuring social activeness and engaging in community activities by the participants. Table 2.4 lists the SAS questions that are used to form the baseline variables.
Table 2.4 SAS questionnaire used in survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Are you employed?</td>
<td>1 10 or less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 11-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 21-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4 31 or more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>How interested are you in your job?</td>
<td>1 Very</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 Moderately</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 A little</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4 Not at all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Do you pursue your job with?</td>
<td>1 A lot of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 Some enjoyment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 Little enjoyment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4 None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Do you pursue these home related activities with?</td>
<td>1 A lot of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 Some enjoyment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 Little enjoyment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4 None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Are you interested in hobbies/leisure?</td>
<td>1 Very</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 Moderately</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 A little</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4 Not at all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>To what extent are you involved in the community (such as clubs, church, etc)?</td>
<td>1 Fully</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 Moderately</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 Slightly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4 Not at all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>How important do you consider your physical appearance?</td>
<td>1 Very</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 Moderately</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3 Not very</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4 Not at all</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.5.1.5 **DRRI-2**: Deployment Risk and Resilience Inventory -2 (DRRI-2) is a successor of DRRI, it measures deployment related risk and resilience factors in veterans deployed to overseas military missions. It measures post deployment family functioning, post
deployment psychosocial experiences like family stressors and others. Here are some of the drri questions included in the study:

**Table 2.5 DRRI questionnaire used in survey**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>I went through a divorce or have been left by a partner or significant other.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>I had problems getting access to adequate healthcare.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>I have experienced stressful legal problems (for example, being sued, suing someone else, or being in a custody battle).</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>I experienced a natural disaster (for example, a hurricane), a fire, or an accident in which I or someone close to me was hurt or had serious property damage.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>I have witnessed someone being seriously assaulted or killed.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>I have seriously physically injured by another person (for example, hit or beaten up).</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>My family members and/or friends make me feel better when I am down.</td>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>Somewhat Disagree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2.5.2 PCL-5**

All the participants are assessed for their PTSD diagnostic status before entering into the program. There are a wide number of ways for evaluating the diagnostic status of PTSD. PTSD is widely assessed using PTSD Checklist (PCL) which consists of self-report questionnaire outlined by Diagnostic Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition (DSM-IV). This was later revised as PCL-5 in accordance with updated DSM-V criteria, which contains a 20-item questionnaire with each item measuring the symptoms
of PTSD on a scale of 0-4. The total score ranges from 0-80 and cut-off score is used for provisional diagnosis of PTSD. Studies on PTSD have a mixed use of PCL and PCL-5 and wide range of cut-off scores were proposed for different population. The most used cut-off score is 33 in general population, if the PCL-5 is greater than 33 in an individual, he/she is considered to have PTSD. For veterans, a wide range of cutoff score between 38-50 based on PCL were reported [63]. It was further demonstrated in other studies [5,64] that veterans with PCL score greater than 50 are more likely to engage in risk taking behaviors like alcohol and substance abuse etc., These behaviors have a recurring effect on PTSD and can lead to self-harm. The cut-off score proposed by these works is based on PCL, whereas in the current study PCL-5 checklist is used. To find a corresponding score in PCL-5 for high-risk behaviors, our work used the findings from [65] in which a correspondence between PCL and PCL-5 are reported. According to their findings, PCL score of 50 corresponds to a PCL-5 score of 39. Therefore, a PCL-5 score of 39 is used as the criteria to identify veterans at high-risk in this study.

2.5.3 Weekly EMA data

Risk factors alone do not contribute to the decision-making process in mental health. The current signs and symptoms also play a major role in the judgement process [66]. The weekly EMA surveys were aimed at capturing the current symptoms of the participants. In most other works, EMA questionnaire was either designed by clinicians or trained professionals and they were aimed at general population. The patients perceptive of symptoms is completely ignored in their works. The method adopted by QRF team is different, veterans were involved in the design process, EMA questionnaire was framed after a deep discussion with veterans [60]. For example, the veterans requested a question
on health as even minor illness could aggravate psychological symptoms. The final set of survey questionnaire shown in table 2.6 consisted of 6 questions related to how veterans are doing with stress, sleep, risk taking behaviors, health, self-worthiness, and whether peer mentor contacted them during that week. The questions regarding the symptoms have three choices whether they are feeling better, same, or worse compared to last week. The perception of crisis and coping abilities are understood to vary from individual to individual. This subjective nature of crisis is also captured in the EMA survey with the responses of “Better” and “Worse”.

Table 2.6 Weekly EMA questionnaire used in survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Choices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Have you engaged in any risky behavior (as you define it) this week?</td>
<td>1. Less than last week&lt;br&gt;2. Same as last week&lt;br&gt;3. More than last week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>How well did you sleep this week?</td>
<td>1. Better than last week&lt;br&gt;2. Same as last week&lt;br&gt;3. Worse than last week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Has your health changed this week?</td>
<td>1. Better&lt;br&gt;2. Same&lt;br&gt;3. Worse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>How stressful has this week been?</td>
<td>1. Less than last week&lt;br&gt;2. Same as last week&lt;br&gt;3. More than last week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Are you feeling good about yourself overall this week?</td>
<td>1. Yes&lt;br&gt;2. Maybe&lt;br&gt;3. No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Did your Dryhootch peer mentor talk to you this week?</td>
<td>1. Yes&lt;br&gt;2. No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.6 Preprocessing the Input and Output Variables

2.6.1 Input Variables

2.6.1.1 Baseline variable one-hot encoding: All the baseline variables and weekly EMA survey data are considered as input variables for the study. Baseline variables are all categorical whereas EMA variables are ordinal. It is observed that most of these variables have multiple categories. As one-hot encoding of these variables could result in large number of categories, initially these variables categories are grouped to few categories with the help of domain experts. For example, for the audit question, “how often do you have drinks containing alcohol? ” one and two responses are considered medium alcoholic use, three and four are considered high alcoholic use. Similar grouping of the categories is applied to other baseline variables.

2.6.1.2 EMA symptoms aggregation: With the case of EMA variables, each survey symptom is evaluated for twelve weeks. And each survey symptom response is encoded to numerical values 1, 2 and 3 for better, same and worse. The total score is evaluated for every week. Along with total score, 12-week responses are aggregated to see whether there were “two symptoms worse in a week”, or “three symptoms worse in a week”, or “two symptoms worse for two consecutive weeks”, or “three symptoms worse for two consecutive weeks”. Symptoms are also aggregated independently to see their individual effect on crisis events. Grouping of these symptoms like “sleep worse for two weeks”, “sleep worse for three weeks” and “sleep worse for two consecutive weeks” are evaluated and similar summaries are performed on other EMA symptoms stress, health, risk and self-worthiness. Number of contacts made by the peer mentor during the program is also aggregated and used as a predictor variable.
2.6.2 Output Variables

2.6.2.1 Long-term crisis (high PTSD): PCL-5 score is considered as one of the output variables, a cut-off score on this value will be used to label the participants as at high PTSD or not. The level of the PTSD symptoms is seen to be related to high-risk behaviors; a study conducted by [5] demonstrated that a higher level of PTSD symptoms was associated with increased risk-taking behaviors. The results of their work based upon 394 veterans showed that total risk frequency to be high for individuals with PCL-M score greater than 50. This association was also asserted by another study [64] which reported that personnel with PCL scores higher than 50 were likely to have increased alcohol use, aggression, and impulsive behaviors. As higher levels of PTSD symptoms can lead to high-risk behaviors in veterans, this work tries to know early in the program if the PCL-5 score at the time of discharge is likely to be in the severe range. There is no study suggesting the levels in PCL-5 severity score but a correspondence between PCL-5 and PCL scores is shown in [65]. Their work on veteran population concluded that PCL-5 scores of 25, 31 and 39 correspond with PCL-S cut scores of 39, 44, and 50. From these observations, a “high” risk level cut off of 39 with PCL-5 as opposed to 50 with PCL will be used to determine high PTSD in participants.

2.6.2.2 Acute crisis (risky behaviors): Participants engaging in risk taking behaviors is considered as acute crisis events. EMA responses by the participants provide this information whether a participant has engaged in risky behaviors. If a participant has at least one response worse for risk taking behavior, he or she is labelled as having an acute crisis event.
2.6.3 Missing Values

Data in the current study contains missing values, not all surveys are taken by all participants; hence an additional feature is generated to track the missed surveys. Some participants miss the discharge surveys too, in such cases their discharge PCL-5 score is not available. Such samples are filtered from processing. Filtering the samples with unavailable discharge PCL-5 left 83 of 305 samples.
CHAPTER 3: RISK STRATIFICATION MODEL FOR LONG-TERM CRISIS

3.1 Introduction

This work aims to monitor for early warning signs of PTSD symptom severity in veterans undergoing a community-based peer veteran support program. PCL-5 is used as a measure for identifying PTSD symptom severity. Based on PCL-5 score and its reported association with risky behaviors (details provided in section 3 of the paper), three categories low, medium, and high PTSD are used in the current work. Differentiating veterans with high PTSD symptoms from those with mild and low symptoms helps us to know who are at high risk of engaging in unsafe behaviors and who are just above the diagnostic cut score so that a peer mentor intervention can be provided accordingly. The machine learning studies done in PTSD [45,67] proposed methods to identify individuals at risk, and not at risk of PTSD, to our knowledge this study is the first of its kind to include the high-risk category to differentiate individuals with high PTSD symptoms. Supervised Machine Learning (ML) models are developed to predict the defined PTSD risk categories of participants using Ecological Momentary Assessment (EMA) based self-reported data. This chapter outlines the computational approach used to categorize a participant into one of these three PCL-5 categories low, medium, and high using supervised machine learning techniques. The objective of this research aim is to answer the following research questions:

1. How effective are the crisis events captured by EMA techniques in discriminating the participants with high discharge time PTSD from medium and low risk levels?
2. How early in the program can a participant’s discharge time PTSD status be identified?

Multinomial classifiers which can directly learn all the classes were employed. The major contributions of this research aim are (1) the use of three categories to differentiate participants into different risk levels low, medium, and high instead of just risk and not at risk. (2) Identification of the earliest time point in the 12-week rehabilitation program when the predictions can generate a warning or alert to aid early intervention. (3) This work used an ensemble of under-sampling and oversampling methods to handle class imbalance in data. (4) Weighted soft voting classifier is used to combine the predictions from best performing primary models.

3.2 Preprocessing

A PCL-5 cut-score proposed by many validation studies is often in the range 28 to 38 to determine a provisional diagnosis of PTSD in clinical settings, pending verification by a clinician, or to ascribe status for research [68,69]. A PCL-5 cut off 39 which is associated with risk taking behaviors as discussed in section 2 is used as “high” risk level. Lower cut-off of 28 in the proposed diagnostic cut score range is considered to increase the detection of probable PTSD, therefore, the range 28 to 39 was considered “medium” risk level. Any score below 28 was given the “low” risk level.
The distribution of discharge PCL-5 score shown in Fig. 3.1 indicates class imbalance with 40 for “low”, 14 for “medium” and 26 for “high” classes. Performance of the classifiers is dependent on the distribution of classes. Because many standard classifiers assume balanced class distribution in data, their learning and recognition are more biased towards the majority class increasing the misclassifications for minority class [39]. Many methods have been proposed to overcome this issue, sampling is one of the class-imbalance learning methods that works by under-sampling or over-sampling the training sets. In the current work both under-sampling and over-sampling methods were applied to the QRF data and an ensemble of them is used for final classification. Among the group of over-sampling methods, Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE) was used here to balance the distribution of classes. SMOTE avoids overfitting by generating new cases of minority class in the same sample space [32]. The other method used here for class imbalance problem is under-sampling which reduces the majority class instances. The limitation with under-sampling is it ignores most of the majority class information. This is overcome in Easy Ensemble (EE) method, details of it are provided in the following subsection.
3.3 Method

As stated earlier, data preprocessing was done to extract the features from multilevel data. Aggregate functions were used for this purpose. However, all the features identified may not be good indicators of crisis. Feature selection is done to select only the features that are associated with the output variable. Feature selection is a technology for feature dimensional reduction. Thus, by reducing the dimension of the data, it can reduce the complexity of models and thereby avoid overfitting.

3.3.1 Correlation Analysis

A correlation analysis was performed to measure the association between survey scores, discharge PCL-5 and other participant characteristics. Their correlation coefficients are shown in Table 3.1. The weekly survey scores are seen to be positively correlated with the target discharge PCL-5 score with r-value ranging between 0.1 to 0.31. School enrollment is seen to be positively associated with the number of surveys missed by the participant. This implies that veterans who are enrolled in school tend to miss the surveys. Also, school enrollment is negatively correlated with discharge PCL-5 with a r-value -0.20 indicating that veterans enrolled in school are likely to have lower discharge PCL-5 scores.
3.3.2 SMOTE

The distribution of discharge PCL-5 score shown in Figure 3.1 indicates class imbalance with 40 for “low”, 14 for “medium” and 26 for “high” classes. Performance of the classifiers is dependent on the distribution of classes. Because many standard classifiers assume balanced class distribution in data, their learning and recognition are more biased towards the majority class increasing the misclassifications for minority class [71]. Many methods have been proposed to overcome this issue, sampling is one of the class-imbalance learning methods that works by under-sampling or over-sampling the training sets. In the current work both under-sampling and over-sampling methods were applied to the QRF data and an ensemble of them is used for final classification. Among the group of over-sampling methods, Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE) was used here to balance the distribution of classes. SMOTE avoids overfitting by generating new cases of minority class in the same sample space [70].

3.3.3 ML Algorithms
3.3.3.1 Logistic Regression: Logistic Regression (LR) is one of the standard methods for analyzing binary outcomes. It assumes that feature sets have a linear relationship with the outcome on log odds scale. Each predictor has a weighted co-efficient which describes the strength and direction of relationship to the outcome. The interpretability of these regression co-efficients has led to its wide acceptance in health care where interpretation is of interest. LR is the first model applied on the data sets in this chapter.

3.3.3.2 Ensemble Models: Ensemble learning methods have emerged recently and are most adequate solution for building powerful classification models. Ensemble learning algorithms combine multiple classifiers either weak or strong called base learners to achieve improve accuracy and robustness over single classifier. In an ensemble method, the output of multiple methods is combined and collectively evaluated to make final predictions. Ensemble models like bagging, boosting and voting classifiers are implemented in this chapter.

XGB

XGB is an implementation of Gradient Boosted Decision Trees (GBDT) built on the idea of boosting to improve speed and performance. A series of trees are involved, and a weight is associated with each monitoring in the dataset. New trees are built on the performance of previously created trees. XGB is an optimal approach to boosting.

Easy Ensemble

Easy Ensemble (EE) is used for imbalanced classification. EE is an under-sampling method with ensemble framework [72]. Through random under sampling, several subsets of majority class instances are created. A learner is trained on each of these subsets.
Voting Classifier

Soft voting classifier considers the class probabilities of each base learner and final predictions are made through averaging process unlike hard voting.

3.3.4 Bayesian optimization

The performance and complexity of these algorithms depend on many tunable configuration parameters. These parameters are often hardcoded, or default values are chosen. Parameter tuning plays an important role in ML. There are many methods to optimize these hyper parameters. One method Bayesian Optimization is a principled technique based on Bayes theorem which attempts to find the global optimum of an objective function in a minimum number of steps. The hyper parameters of LR and XGB are selected using Bayesian Optimization technique.

3.4. Classification results

In this section we compare the predicted class labels of 9 weekly models with the actual discharge PCL-5 categories of the participants. The primary purpose of this work is to assess the usage of weekly survey scores in identifying the PTSD severity at discharge. Comparison of results of the base classifiers and the voting classifier from Figure 3.2 and Table 3.2, showed that voting classifier outperforms other classifiers in terms of sensitivity for high-risk class, macro-averaged f-score, and false positive rate at most of the time points (weeks). The results of the voting classifier are based on weighted probabilities of the base classifiers.
The average performance of the models for all the weeks is shown in Figure 3.3f. The boosting classifiers, EE and XGB performed well for high and low risk categories, with an average sensitivity of 0.83 (EE) and 0.73 (XGB) for “high” PTSD and 0.74 (EE) and 0.88 (XGB) for “low” categories. But these classifiers show poor performance with medium risk class. The average sensitivity for medium risk class is 0.17. LR is a good performer of medium risk class but not with high and low classes compared to other classifiers. It has an average recall of 0.58 for class medium and around 0.74 and 0.51 for classes high and low, respectively. FPR of low-risk class appeared to be also less for LR compared to other base classifiers with an average of 0.25. FPR of the class low is the
proportion of medium and high-risk samples falsely labelled as class low. The goal of this work is not only to improve the predictions for the severity class, but it is equally important to minimize the number of participants from severity classes “medium” and “high” from being falsely labelled under the “low” risk class as this would reduce the crisis services to veterans actually in need of immediate intervention. When the FPR for class low is compared among all the classifiers, FPR is the least with 0.2 during weeks 3 to 6 for the voting classifier. The other performance metrics of voting classifier are sensitivity for severity class “high” is between 0.71 to 0.86 and for moderate risk class is between 0.43 to 0.57 for the weeks 3 to 6, the macro-averaged f-score is between 0.65 to 0.7 for the same weeks. When all the performance measures are compared, voting classifier alone performs consistently better for all the weeks with any of those metrics, therefore voting classifier is a better choice here.

To identify the earliest time point (week) that has better predictions, the voting classifier results are compared across all the weeks in Table 3.2, it is observed that weeks 4 and 5 during the first half of the 12-week program and weeks 9 to 11 during the second-half have higher sensitivity for high risk class and least FPR for low risk class. The macro averaged f-score of the voting classifier at weeks 4 and 9 are 0.69 and 0.68; while the recall of high, medium and low risk classes is 0.8, 0.43 and 0.86 respectively for both the weeks. The FPR of the “low” class is consistent with 0.2 at these time points.
Figure 3.2 a) Sensitivity of high-risk class; b) sensitivity of medium risk class; c) sensitivity of low risk class; d) false positive rate of low risk class; e) Macro average f-score of all classes; f) bar chart showing average recall of the classifiers.
Figure 3.3 Confusion matrix of soft voting classifier (a) considering participants with missing values as high risk (b) filtering the participants with missing values

The confusion matrix of the voting classifier at week 4 is shown in Figure 3.3b, out of seven test samples that actually belong to high-risk class, two of them are falsely labelled under medium risk class and none under low-risk class. Though the false negative rate of high-risk class is 0.75 here, the actual risk of not predicting the class correctly is still less because the false negatives are labelled under medium risk class. Similarly, of three false negatives of medium risk class, two are labelled as low risk and one under the high-risk class.

The overall macro averaged f-score for the voting classifier at week 4 is 0.69. All these results are obtained after filtering the missed discharge PCL-5 scores. ML models were also tested removing the filter considering the participants with missing values under high risk, the highest f-score achieved from this approach was only 0.58. Confusion matrix of these results is shown in Figure 3.3a. Filtering the missed discharge surveys increased the overall f-score by 19 percent. Missed discharge surveys could be due to administrative oversight and the missingness may not be attributed to PTSD risk.
This work evaluated the use of self-report questionnaires in monitoring PTSD symptoms and ability to predict PTSD severity in veterans. The results of the ML algorithms applied to QRF data demonstrated that PTSD severity levels can be predicted early during the 12-week peer support program to a significant degree by using the weekly self-report data, baseline symptoms, and sociodemographic information. The current work reinforces the ability of ML methods in predicting the crisis.
CHAPTER 4: INTERPRETABLE PREDICTIVE MODEL FOR LONG-TERM CRISIS

In this chapter, we focus on second research aim i.e. to build a prediction model for long-term crisis that is interpretable and can explain the factors or precursors that influenced the prediction. Often psychological disorders are preceded by warning signs indicative of upcoming crises [73]. The ability to identify precursors helps in planning interventions to help mitigate long-term crises.

Participants enrolled in the qrf program have their PTSD symptoms evaluated at baseline and discharge. Among the participants enrolled in the 12-week program, some of the participants tend to have same level of high PTSD symptoms from baseline to discharge, some tend to recover from baseline high PTSD symptoms by the time of discharge, and some eventually develop high PTSD symptoms. There are various factors affecting or being associated with these changes in PTSD levels. Knowledge of these factors or patterns helps peer mentors know about the problematic patterns in their mentees and can plan personalized intervention. Therefore, the primary goal of this research is to build a interpretable machine learning model that can identify the precursors to high PTSD symptoms at discharge in veterans; and compare these patterns of persistent PTSD symptoms, recovery and onset of PTSD in the participants. Though there have been many works which focused on developing PTSD symptoms, to our knowledge this is the first work to focus on finding and comparing the patterns of changes in PTSD symptoms. This objective is aimed at answering the following research questions:

1. What are the risk factors and precursors of persistent PTSD, and onset?
2. Do the risks and pathways of persistent PTSD and PTSD onset overlap?

3. What are the protective factors of recovering from high PTSD?

There have been multiple studies to determine pre-characteristics that increase the likelihood of risk of mental illness in individuals [14,15,48,74]. Statistical and Machine Learning (ML) methods were adopted which include correlation methods such as chi-square, Pearson product moment correlation, and other embedded ML algorithms, to name a few [75,66,76]. These methods can identify only the independent risk variables, but the effects of the variable combinations and interactions among them were not explored. Further, the articulation of risk factors alone does not capture the current state of mental health for the individual. It is crucial that risk factors along with current symptoms of possible mental health issues within an individual need to be considered for more comprehensive clinical decision-making efforts [77]. Ecological Momentary Assessment (EMA) techniques are more sophisticated in capturing daily changes in symptoms. Therefore, current study uses EMA symptoms captured during the 12-week program along with the baseline characteristics as inputs for the interpretable ML model for the identification of precursor events to high PTSD at discharge in veterans.

4.1 Interpretable Model and Advantages

ML models have been in use in the data-driven decision making process across various applications including healthcare. As the adoption of ML models for real-life decision making increased, there is increased concern about being able to understand and trust the predictions became more important. This is because ML models are increasingly used for sensitive applications where mistakes can have catastrophic consequences. Therefore, practitioners are looking for models that are interpretable and explainable.
Interpretability and explainability are commonly used terms to explain model predictions. Interpretability is defined as “the ability to explain or to provide the meaning in understandable terms to a human” [79]. On the other hand, explainability is “associated with the notion of explanation as an interface between humans and a decision maker that is, at the same time, both an accurate proxy of the decision maker and comprehensible to humans” [79]. Explainability is an active characteristic for the model, whereas interpretability is a passive and inherent component of the method. ML models are generally categorized into white box and black box depending on their transparency. White box models are transparent, and it is easy to understand the logic that drives the decision. Algorithms like Decision Trees, Logistic Regression and Linear Regression are some examples of white box models. Explainability can be achieved from these models and the explanations these provide do not change across the dataset. Black box models are complex, and the predictions are less interpretable. SVM, neural networks and boosted trees are some of the black box models. Although, algorithms like DT and LR were preferred by some practitioners due to their interpretable nature, these algorithms lose their interpretability under different conditions. Decision tree is a simple and effective rule extraction method where a rule is a decision path that is traceable from node to the leaf. As the depth of the tree and number of nodes increases, model loses its interpretable nature. DT is also known to overfit. In a linear regression model, a linear model is fit to the data and the weights of the variables can be used to interpret predictions. But this does not perform well when there are non-linear relationships with the target variable and when the input variables are highly correlated. There have been many works which offer alternatives for converting non-interpretable model into
interpretable one. One of such methods is the local model-agnostic interpretability methods which offer explanations to the black box model predictions. This was done by fitting simpler models to the local neighborhood of the instance to be explained with the assumption that behavior of the instance to be explained is similar to the behavior of its neighborhood. One of the first works using this approach was LIME, in which linear model was fitted in the selected neighborhood of the instance to be explained. Logic-based approaches which hold global explanations have been in place too. These were extended by [80] to the case of boosted trees. SHAP is an example of both local and global explanation. Explanations of these methods are based on feature importance and may not work with unstructured data, disadvantage of these methods is that they are time consuming as they need to run multiple evaluations of the model to provide explanations.

Interpretability and explanation are important in high-risk environment where false predictions have a significant impact especially in medical diagnosis when they can cost the life of patients. The debugging of the false predictions is easy with explanatory models in a high-risk environment. There are different explain methods, the explanation this work considers is relating the feature values of an instance to the predictions in a human understandable way. Understanding the interactions between the features that lead to crisis not only provides information about risky patterns but can also aid mentors to understand the risk factors in their mentees while providing intervention.

In this paper, we propose a flexible framework to build an interpretable model using ARM that can explain the predictions. It was argued in [81] that class association rules are better suited to provide explanations than linear models and decision trees. In
their work, k-optimal class association rules were mined in the neighborhood of the instance to be explained.

Although studies discussed in the section 1.2 have identified the risk factors of PTSD, complex interaction among the risk variables and with current symptoms and how they contribute to the progression of PTSD is not yet studied. To mine the combinatorial pattern of risk factors and current symptoms and to build an explainable model from them, this research proposes to use the Association Rule Mining (ARM) based classifier in this work.

4.2 Association Rule Mining

Association Rule Mining (ARM) which is one of the important branches of Data Mining (DM) methods was initially developed for market basket analysis but now is widely used in other domains including medicine [82, 83, 84] and mental health [85]. ARM methods are proven to be an effective way of discovering the patterns for the outcome of interest. ARM is a rule-based machine learning approach to find interesting patterns or associations between input and output variables. These are represented in the form of rules and these associations are based on the co-occurrence of the variables.

An ARM rule is of the form $X \Rightarrow Y$, meaning if $X$ exists, $Y$ also coexists. The left-hand side (LHS) of the rule $X$ is called the antecedent and right-hand side (RHS) of the rule $Y$ is the consequent. The LHS and RHS of the rule is a boolean condition on feature values. The strength of the association between antecedent and consequent is represented by measures like Support, Confidence, Lift and Coverage. The definitions of these are described below:
4.2.1 Measures

Support of the rule is the proportion of instances that match the rule from the total amount of data in the database (D), it indicates how frequently the rule occurs.

\[ \text{Support}(X \Rightarrow Y) = \frac{n(X \cap Y)}{n(D)} \]

Confidence is the proportion of the instances that match the rule over the number of instances which contain only the antecedent. It is also the conditional probability of X and Y occurring together given X

\[ \text{Confidence}(X \Rightarrow Y) = \frac{n(X \cap Y)}{n(X)} \]

Lift is a measure of how interesting a rule is and the value represents the association to be evaluated. It represents a non-trivial correlation between antecedent and consequent. A lift less than one means negative association and a lift greater than one means positive association between the antecedent and consequent. A lift equals to one implies no associations can be found.

\[ \text{Lift}(X \Rightarrow Y) = \frac{\text{Support}(X \Rightarrow Y)}{\text{Support}(X) \text{Support}(Y)} \]

Coverage is the support of the antecedent of the rule.

\[ \text{Coverage}(X \Rightarrow Y) = \text{Support}(X) \]

Based on these measures, rules can be either predictive or interesting. High confidence rules can be predictive and rules with high lift are interesting which best
explain a dataset [81]. Measures are also used to impose rule constraints so as to generate optimal sets of rules. The most commonly used rule constraints are min support and min confidence thresholds. Every rule that satisfies these pre-specified threshold values will be considered optimal.

4.3 Class Association Rules

Association rules provide patterns among all the variables. To better guide peer mentors about their mentees discharge PTSD outcome (high PTSD or low PTSD), this research tries to find out association rules with consequent limited to discharge PTSD only. Sociodemographic characteristics, other baseline characteristics gathered and progressive EMA symptoms are all included as variables for the antecedent. Here we try to investigate the prevalence of these behavioral characteristics in relation to long-term crisis in veterans. Such subset of association rules with the rule consequent limited to class variables only are called Class Association Rules (CARs). The set of rules with positive class label are grouped as positive class rules and those with negative class label are called negative class rules. In medical terms, a rule shows the association between risk factors and presence or absence of a disorder.

4.4 Associative Classifier

CARs generated using ARM will be used in building a classification model. The use of ARM for classification is called associative classifier. Flowchart of the associative classifier used in this work is shown in Figure 4.1. Recent studies have shown that associative classification achieved good accuracies and the performance was better than traditional ML models [86,87]. Various classification methods were used in different
studies. The first associative classifier CBA used the rule with highest confidence for classification. In their algorithm, all the class rules will be matched for the data instances, and only the rule having highest confidence will be used to predict the class label for the instance. The use of multiple rules and their combined effect will be more effective to make a prediction in comparison with a single high confidence rule. In the later work, Classification based on multiple association rules CMAR was proposed [86], all the matched rules were grouped based on the class labels and the predicted label for a data instance is based on the class of the group with highest weighted chi-square. In [89], probability score which is the average of weighted confidence is calculated for each instance and the final prediction is based on this probability. ROC and AUC curves were used to determine the cutoff values. This method may not work with class imbalanced data since weighted average is based on the confidence measure. In WCBA, harmonic mean of support and confidence is used as the strength of the rule [88]. The class with highest average HM of the matched rules is selected. Minimum class complement score [90], and overall coverage by [87] were other used measures for classification.
4.5 Preprocessing

4.5.1 Input Variables

4.5.1.1 Baseline variables

In order to find precursors to long-term crisis in veterans, the current study incorporated variables like gender, marital status, school enrollment, employment status, family and friends support. Lifestyle variables like current smoking, heavy alcohol use, interest in hobbies, community engagement, social support, and interest in physical appearance are also included. These characteristics measured at the time of baseline in the 12-week QRF peer mentor support program are considered as input variables in this study. The variables of ARM are typically binary, they indicate the presence or absence of a risk
factor. Therefore, all the baseline variables feature engineered in section 2 are one-hot encoded to convert into binary in this study.

4.5.1.2 EMA Variables

Along with these, the changes in current symptoms/behaviors captured using weekly EMA surveys are also included as predictor variables. The weekly EMA questionnaire, which has multiple measurements, is aggregated. Warning signs are summarized as whether the participant had “at least one sleep symptom worse”, “two sleep symptoms worse for two consecutive weeks”, “at least two sleep symptoms worse” and “at least three sleep symptoms worse”. Similar aggregated measures were generated for other EMA variables related to stress, health, risky behaviors, and self-worthiness. Number of peer mentor contacts is dichotomized to capture if it is “less than or equal to 2” or “3 to 4” or “greater than 4”.

4.5.2 Class Variables

The class label of interest in this study is based on the presence or absence of PTSD severity at the discharge time. Target labels are generated based on the change in high PTSD symptoms from baseline to discharge. If high PTSD symptoms prevail in participants from baseline to discharge, they are given persistent category, and those who have lessened their high PTSD symptoms from baseline to discharge are labeled as recovery. Participants who have low PTSD symptoms at the time of baseline, if they have developed new PTSD symptoms during the program they are categorized as onset, and if they continued to have low PTSD symptoms they are called low risk. The prevalence of high PTSD symptoms is evaluated using PCL-5 score.
4.5.3 Missing Values

Participants tend to miss weekly surveys, failure to take the survey is also considered as a warning sign by veterans [61]. Missed surveys are also tracked by including the variables that represent if the participant “missed one survey”, or “missed two surveys” or “missed three surveys”. All the variables related to baseline characteristics, summarized EMA responses, missingness of survey are considered as predictors of the study. If a veteran missed the discharge survey, the participant is filtered from the study. For missingness of information in baseline variables, the missingness is also added as a category to each of the baseline variable.

4.5.4 Dependency Analysis

Correlation analysis is done to evaluate the association between baseline feature variables and EMA variables which are associated with persistent, onset and recovery of high PTSD symptoms which are shown in Table 4.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Persistent high PTSD</th>
<th>Recovery from high PTSD</th>
<th>Onset of high PTSD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>corr</td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>corr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumes 5 or more alcoholic drinks when drinking</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.000119</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>divorced</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.002329</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer mentor contacted for 3 to 4 weeks</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.002859</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer mentor contacted for more than 4 weeks</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.056999</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any three symptoms worse in a week</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep worse for at least two weeks</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress worse for at least two weeks</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health worse for at least one</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>week</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep worse for at least three weeks</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress worse for at least three weeks</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress worse for two consecutive weeks</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling self worthy for two consecutive weeks</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.011943</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress better for at least two weeks</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.01248</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling self worthy for at least two weeks</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.023344</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress better for at least one week</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.021051</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress better for two consecutive weeks</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.04311</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.6 Method

To alert peer mentors about the likelihood of high discharge PTSD symptoms in their mentees, this research aims at discovering the precursors to persistent and onset of high PTSD symptoms. These precursors provide knowledge of socio-demographic characteristics, progressive current symptoms captured from EMA surveys that are associated with severity. Here we try to investigate the prevalence of these behavioral characteristics in relation to long-term crisis in veterans. Along with these protective factors that are associated with recovery from high PTSD symptoms will also be identified. To discover association rules relevant to the discharge outcome variable, the rule generation process focused on rules with high PTSD and low PTSD only.

To find the precursors to persistent discharge PTSD severity, onset and recovery, this study considered only the participants who took the discharge survey. After discussion with domain experts and peer mentors, the participants are divided into two groups: baseline high risk group and baseline low risk group based on high or low PTSD symptoms at the beginning of the program (baseline). CARs are generated from
discharge data from participants in these two groups to find the patterns of persistent high PTSD and recovery (low PTSD) in the high baseline PTSD group and Onset and no-risk in the low baseline PTSD group. Pictorial representation of the categorization of these groups is shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2. Flow diagram showing the grouping of participants.
4.6.1 Apriori Algorithm

ARM is based on finding the frequent rules that define relationship between unrelated frequent items in the data. Apriori algorithm is used in this work to generate the association rules of long-term crisis. Apriori algorithm involves two steps: Initially, all the frequent item sets satisfying minimum support threshold are found. Next all the association rules are mined from these frequent item sets and are verified for minimum confidence. The rules satisfying minimum confidence threshold are passed and the rest are ignored.

4.6.2 Pitfalls of Support Confidence Framework

Traditional ARM uses common minimum support and minimum confidence thresholds for rule mining. Use of minimum support and minimum confidence filters out noisy rules. This approach was followed by many algorithms like CMAR [86], WCBA [88] and others [87]. However, this doesn’t work well when the distribution of classes is imbalanced. Setting min support too high can result in loss of relevant minority class rules, whereas a low value of min support can pull irrelevant majority class rules which overfit the data. This problem of common minimum support with imbalanced data was addressed by Liu et al. (2003). In their work, the use of different support thresholds for the rules of different classes was proposed, these thresholds are based on the proportion of class labels. This approach was followed in PCBA algorithm [89] which is a modified form of CBA to overcome the class imbalance.

In this work, we propose a new method of filtering the noisy rules, here instead of support we use Class Support (CS) to meet the minimum threshold. CS is defined as the
support of the rule within the class instead of measuring against the complete data [90]. It measures the strength of the rule within the class of interest.

\[
\text{Class Support}(X \Rightarrow Y) = \frac{n(X \cap Y)}{n(Y)}
\]

For the confidence threshold we use support of the class as the threshold for the rules of respective classes [89].

### 4.6.3 Avoiding False Discoveries:

The process of rule mining outputs all the rules that satisfy user defined thresholds for interesting measures, however all these rules are not interesting. All the mined rules may not represent significant correlation and the association between the constituent items might have occurred by chance. Such randomly occurring rules not only increase the size of the rule set, but they can also lead to false discoveries. To avoid those false discoveries and to select an optimal set, different rule pruning methods are endorsed by research works. In CMAR [86], \(\chi^2\) testing is done to retain only the rules where \(X\) and \(Y\) are positively correlated. Chi-square can perform erratically with class imbalanced datasets [91]. To deal with class imbalanced data, various measures have been proposed by researchers. One of them is the complement class support (CCS) [90] that captures the strength of the rule in the complement class. Smaller the value of CCS, the stronger the rule is. In a similar work to handle class imbalance [92], Fisher exact test was used for initial running pruning and subsequent rules are tested for Class Correlation Ratio (CCR). CCR was defined as “the measure of positive correlation of the antecedent with the class it predicts relative to the alternative class”.
In the current study, we used Odds Ratio (OR) which is found to be suitable for datasets with unequal class distribution [93]. OR is the ratio of odds of the event (disorder) happening in the presence of an exposure (risk factors) to the odds of the event happening in the absence of the exposure.

\[
OR = \frac{n(\text{exposed cases})}{n(\text{unexposed cases})} \cdot \frac{n(\text{unexposed non - cases})}{n(\text{exposed non - cases})}
\]

If OR > 1, exposure is associated with the odds of the outcome. However, OR does not demonstrate the statistical significance of the association, the use of Confidence Interval (CI) and p-value help to determine the significance [94]. In the current process of generating the CARs, we use a commonly used significance level of 0.05 for p-value to keep the probability of error below 5 percent. The use of p-value for testing the statistical significance of the rules was also reinstated in these works [95,96]. All the positive and negative class rules which are statistically significant with p-value below 0.05 will be retained and the remaining rules will be discarded. This step eliminates any noisy rules. We modify the apriori algorithm to generate the rule as soon as a frequent item set is created, and the statistical significance of the rule will also be tested at the same time. This avoids the separate rule generation step and noisy rules can be filtered when they are created. The steps followed in the rule generation and pruning process is outlined in Algorithm 4.1.

Our proposed algorithm will generate statistically significant class association rules from frequent item sets that satisfy user defined class support and p-value thresholds.
4.6.4 Redundant Rules:

Even after rule pruning methods, ARM generates a large number of rules, typically thousands of rules making it difficult for a human interpreter. And these rules increase proportionally with increase in frequent item sets. Most of these rules may be redundant and they can be removed by using interesting measures. Three kinds of redundancies in rules were observed in this study.

First type of redundancy is the most widely defined form by other researchers [97]. A rule \( X \Rightarrow Y \) is considered to be redundant in this work, if there exists another rule \( X1 \Rightarrow Y \) such that \( X1 \subseteq X \) (and \( X1 \neq X \)) and support and confidence of rules \( X1 \Rightarrow Y' \) and \( X \Rightarrow Y \) are equal. For example of the rules shown in Table 4.2, a rule with antecedent “no family support, one health symptom worse” is subset of “no family support, one health symptom worse, little interest in hobbies” and if both the rules have same confidence and support rule 2 is considered redundant. Therefore, Non-redundant association rules are the generalized rules with minimal antecedents.

Second kind of redundancy considered in this study is “A rule \( X \Rightarrow Y \) is considered to be redundant in this work, if there exists a superset \( X2 \) for \( X \) such that confidence \( X2 \Rightarrow Y \) > confidence \( X \Rightarrow Y \)”. For example of the rules shown in Table 4.3, a rule “Divorced, having 1 or 2 drinks in a day” is subset of “Divorced, having 1 or 2 drinks in a day, No family support”; and rule 1 has lower confidence than rule 2. In this case rule 1 is discarded and rule 2 with highest confidence is considered.

Third kind of redundancy observed is in the weekly EMA attributes. “A rule is considered redundant if there exists another rule with the same confidence but with the
same EMA symptom observed for a smaller number of weeks”. For example of the rules shown in Table 4.4, if there are two rules “One health symptom worse” and “two health symptoms worse” and both have the same confidence, then the first rule is considered, and the rest are filtered.

Table 4.2. Table showing example redundant rules of first type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule no</th>
<th>Antecedent</th>
<th>Consequent</th>
<th>Confidence (%)</th>
<th>Support (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Baseline PCL5 &gt; 39, No family support, Health symptom worse for at least one week</td>
<td>High risk</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>6.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Baseline PCL5 &gt; 39, No family support, Health symptom worse for at least one week, Little interest in hobbies</td>
<td>High risk</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>6.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Baseline PCL5 &gt; 39, No family support, Health symptom worse for at least one week, Sleep symptom worse for at least one week</td>
<td>High risk</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>6.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3. Table showing redundant rules of second type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule no</th>
<th>Antecedent</th>
<th>Consequent</th>
<th>Confidence (%)</th>
<th>Support (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Baseline PCL5 &gt; 39, Divorced, Drinks_1or2</td>
<td>High risk</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>14.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Baseline PCL5 &gt; 39, Divorced, Drinks_1or2, No family support</td>
<td>High risk</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>9.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Baseline PCL5 &gt; 39, Divorced, Drinks_1or2, Female</td>
<td>High risk</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4. Table showing redundant rules of third type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule no</th>
<th>Antecedent</th>
<th>Consequent</th>
<th>Confidence (%)</th>
<th>Support (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Baseline PCL5 &gt; 39, Divorced yes, Drinks_1or2, No family support, Health symptom worse for at least one week</td>
<td>High risk</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>13.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Baseline PCL5 &gt; 39, Divorced yes, Drinks_1or2, No family support, Health symptom worse for at least two weeks</td>
<td>High risk</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>8.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Baseline PCL5 &gt; 39, Divorced yes, Drinks_1or2, No family support, Health symptom worse for at least three weeks</td>
<td>High risk</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>7.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.6.5 Ranking of Rules:
Rules for each of the persistent, recovery, onset and low-risk groups are ordered in the decreasing order of confidence, support and then by the size of the antecedent. Ranking of the rules is important in the process of rule selection for building a classifier. These rules will be used for predicting the class label in participants.

Algorithm 4.1. Rule generation and pruning process

4.6.6 Majority voting

In our work, we used hard majority voting of the rules for class prediction. This classification method is borrowed from ML powerful ensemble classifiers, which combine different classification models into meta classifiers [98]. Ensemble classifier assigns a class label based on the majority vote. Our classification process follows a similar approach to predict the class label. In this method, for each participant, all the set of positive and negative class rules are scanned and matched. The matching rules for each participant are used for voting. The final predicted output class is the class with the highest majority of votes by the rules. The algorithm for labelling the participants based...
on positive and negative class rules is outlined in Algorithm 4.2. Based on this method, two classification models will be built, one using only statistically significant rules, and the other using all the generated rules. These two models will be evaluated and compared for their false positive rate. The classification models were built for the baseline high risk group using the positive and negative class rules. The crisis patterns and predictions generated from this aim can be used by mentors for planning intervention.

Algorithm 4.2. Classification process from CARs

4.7 Results

In this section, rules identified among the persistent, onset and recovery groups involves the combination of baseline and EMA characteristics. EMA characteristics identified for persistent and onset groups are considered the precursors of long-term crisis and baseline characteristics of recovery group are called the protective factors.

4.7.1 Rules Identifying Persistent PTSD

Patterns of persistent PTSD severity (high risk) and recovery (low risk) are mined in the baseline high risk group. There are in total 33 participants in this group, 23 of them
continued to have PTSD severity (high risk) at the time of discharge and 10 had low risk. Table 4.5 shows rules with persistent and recovery high PTSD along with OR, CI and p-values. Overview of the rules indicate that worse health, sleep and stress are the most occurring patterns in persistent risk veterans.

Baseline personal characteristics like having no family or friends support, unemployment, being divorced, and little interest in hobbies are the other markers of persistent high PTSD. From EMA data, poor health for at least one week along with no family support has nearly 61% class support with high confidence and OR 10. Worse health symptoms are also accompanied by no enjoyment in home related activities. Stress being worse for two consecutive weeks along with unemployment or little interest in hobbies has also marked higher confidence and support for persistent high PTSD. The identified patterns will further improve our understanding of the pathways and precursors of such behavior. These findings are consistent with the literature which shows low family and friends support are associated with higher rates of PTSD [14]. No family and friend support as expected increased the likelihood of persistent high PTSD. Stress can be caused by an individual's perception of an event; they can be internal or external events [100]. Individual's protective factors and coping ability play an important role. Having no family and friends support together with worse sleep symptoms are more positively correlated with persistent PTSD severity in the positive class rules. This is in line with the findings of [101], where lack of social and emotional support was found to be associated with disturbed sleep.

4.7.2 Rules Identifying Recovery from High PTSD
Similarly, the positive aspects of these variables are found as the protective factors of recovery. Most of the baseline characteristics observed in the recovery group are they show moderate interest in hobbies, have family and friends support, they enjoy home related activities and they engage in community activities moderately. Frequency of high alcoholic drinks is also low in this group. These baseline characteristics when accompanied with better sleep symptoms and self-worthiness in participants showed 100% confidence of recovery. Self esteem was understood to be related to various facets of mental health (Rosenberg 1981). Rules in the table show that nearly 57% of participants who recovered have moderate interest in hobbies and sleep (or) self-worthiness better for at least one week. 71% of participants who recovered engage in community activities and they show enjoyment towards home related activities. 43% of the participants have moderate interest in hobbies and better EMA health symptoms. The odds ratio for participants having these baseline and EMA characteristics is between 18-22 (CI: 2-280).

4.7.3 Rules Identifying Onset of High PTSD

The rules identified by these participants discover the patterns in the participants who developed PTSD symptoms during the program. These rules show the baseline characteristics and EMA variables that are indicative of developing high PTSD symptoms. These rules are shown in the Table 4.5. Prior works on veterans identified that participants with specific risk factors are at greater risk of developing PTSD. Medical comorbidities is one of the identified risk factors, findings of our study also supports this. Having prior health problems is one of the baseline characteristics in the onset rules. Nearly 66% of the participants in this group have health problems and are heavy
alcoholic users. The OR in this group is 60 (CI: 3-100). Number of cigarettes smoked is also high in this group, unemployed, divorced, and do not engage in community related activities. The EMA symptoms of interest in these rules are engaging in risky behaviors, worse stress and sleep symptoms. Being unemployed and engaging in risky behaviors for at least two weeks have high likelihood to develop high PTSD symptoms. Another interesting baseline characteristic observed in these rules is, these participants also showed interest in physical appearance. Having interest in physical appearance and had problems getting access to health care, there is 75% likelihood that they develop high PTSD symptoms. It can be observed from the table that frequency of use of alcoholic drinks 6 at a time is high in these participants with 100% confidence and odds ratio of 60 (CI: ). EMA patterns observed and that are of interest in this group are: engaging in risky behaviors at least two times during the program and had two symptoms worse for at least two consecutive weeks. Being an alcoholic user and having health problems or engaging in risky behaviors for at least two weeks or having two symptoms worse for two consecutive weeks are some of the important rules identified by CARs. Being unemployed and engaging in risky behaviors for at least two weeks also has 100% confidence and 60 OR. These participants also had peer mentor contacts made for less than or equal to 2 weeks and they had stress worse two consecutive weeks. Confidence of the rule is 50%, it means 50% likelihood that they develop high PTSD symptoms, and the class support of this rule is 66%. Which means of all the participants who had onset of PTSD symptoms, 66% were contacted by peer mentors for at most 2 weeks and were having stressful symptoms. As these participants had low PTSD symptoms at the time of baseline, probably were less contacted by peer mentors.
4.7.4 Rules Identifying Low PTSD:

It is observed that participants who continued to have low PTSD symptoms from baseline to discharge are 96% non-alcoholic users and 80% of them have low alcoholic use.

4.7.5 Classification results

The set of persistent rules and recovery rules were used to vote whether a participant is likely at risk of persistent high PTSD or not during discharge time. The class label of the rules which have majority voting is assigned to the participant. These assigned labels of the participants are compared with the actual discharge outcomes. The true positive rate of predicting persistent high PTSD and low PTSD for training and test data is shown in Table 4.5. Measure used to evaluate the performance of classifier is the True positive rate (TPR) of predicting the discharge label in participants. TPR is defined as the percentage of participants correctly labelled against the true label. TPR of predicting persistent high PTSD correctly is 87% and that of low-risk class is 70% in the baseline high risk group. Similar process was done for participants in low baseline risk group, both the onset rules and low risk rules were used for predicting the discharge label in these participants. 50% of the participants who developed high PTSD symptoms were predicted correctly and in the low risk group the TPR is 58%. Though these predictions are not far better than a random model due to limited data, our model identifies the precursors which could be used by peer mentors. Unique characteristics of this study is that, this study lists the baseline characteristics along with the current symptoms that are indicators/precursors to long-term crisis.
The predictions of the associative classifier can be used to notify peer mentors about the likelihood of risk in their mentees. The advantage of this associative classifier is that peer mentors can also be presented with the decision rules that predict the risk in their mentees. This not only increases the reliability or trust in the predictions but also provides information about the risk factors and patterns in veterans to plan intervention.

Table 4.5. Rules of persistent, recovery and onset of high PTSD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Suppport (%)</th>
<th>Class support (%)</th>
<th>Confidence (%)</th>
<th>Odds Ratio (95% CI)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Persistent (Baseline PTSD high -&gt; Discharge PTSD high)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No family and friends support, Health worse for at least one week =&gt; High PTSD</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>58.8</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>55 (4,313)</td>
<td>&lt;0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorced, Sleep worse for two consecutive weeks, Stress worse for two consecutive weeks =&gt; High PTSD</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>58.8</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>47.7 (3.4,260)</td>
<td>&lt;0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed, One health symptom worse, Stress worse for two consecutive weeks =&gt; High PTSD</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>47.7 (3.4,260)</td>
<td>&lt;0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorced, No family and friends support, Sleep worse for at least three weeks =&gt; High PTSD</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>47.1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>30.6 (2,154)</td>
<td>&lt;0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No family and friends support, Little interest in hobbies, Sleep worse for at least one week =&gt; High PTSD</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>26.1 (1.6,129)</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No family support, Served in army, Sleep worse for at least one week =&gt; High PTSD</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>26.1 (1.6,129)</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed, Sleep worse for at least one week, Stress worse for two consecutive weeks =&gt; High PTSD</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>58.8</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>54 (4.6, 365)</td>
<td>&lt;0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorced, Engaging in risky behaviors for at least two weeks</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>0.0016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missed a survey, Sleep worse for at least one week, Stress worse for two consecutive weeks</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>14.7 (3.87)</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>Prevalence</td>
<td>Post prevalence</td>
<td>Z-score</td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Served in army, No family and friends support, Stress worse for at least one week =&gt; High PTSD</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>77.8</td>
<td>9.6 (1.07, 85)</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doesn’t enjoy home related activities, Any two symptoms worse in a week =&gt; High PTSD</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>70.6</td>
<td>92.3</td>
<td>6.7 (1.4,152)</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doesn’t enjoy home related activities, One health symptom worse =&gt; High PTSD</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>11 (1.1,313)</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doesn’t enjoy home related activities, Cigarettes use high =&gt; High PTSD</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>64.7</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>12.8 (1.2,130)</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Recovery (Baseline PTSD high -> Discharge PTSD low)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Prevalence</th>
<th>Post prevalence</th>
<th>Z-score</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male, Sleep better for two consecutive weeks =&gt; Low PTSD</td>
<td>6 (18)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>22 (2,232)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate interest in hobbies, Feeling self worthy for at least two weeks =&gt; Low PTSD</td>
<td>5 (15)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>14.7 (1.3,157)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate interest in hobbies, Health better for at least one week</td>
<td>4 (12)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>14.7 (1.3,157)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having family and friends support, Moderate interest in hobbies =&gt; Low PTSD</td>
<td>6 (18)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>66.6</td>
<td>7 (1.02, 48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missed surveys for less than two weeks, Sleep better for two consecutive weeks =&gt; Low PTSD</td>
<td>6 (18)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>66.6</td>
<td>7 (1.02, 48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having family and friends support, Feeling self worthy for at least two weeks =&gt; Low PTSD</td>
<td>8 (24)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>6.7 (1.18, 38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate interest in hobbies =&gt; Low PTSD</td>
<td>5 (20.8)</td>
<td>71.4</td>
<td>71.4</td>
<td>18.8 (2.1, 170.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate engagement in community activities, enjoyment in home activities</td>
<td>3 (12.5)</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>12.8 (1, 157.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cigarettes use low, Not exposed to a trauma incident</td>
<td>3 (12.5)</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>12.8 (1, 157.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate engagement in community activities, Sleep better for two consecutive weeks</td>
<td>3 (12.5)</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>12.8 (1, 157.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Onset (Baseline PTSD low -> Discharge PTSD high)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Prevalence</th>
<th>Post prevalence</th>
<th>Z-score</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consumes 6 or more drinks in a day for at least 3 times in a week</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>60 (2.7, 1358)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takes drink containing alcohol for more than 2 times in a week</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>60 (2.7, 1358)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
times a week

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol user, have health problems</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>60 (2.7, 1358)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed, Engaging in risky behaviors for at least two weeks</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>60 (2.7, 1358)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have family support, Engaging in risky behaviors for at least two weeks</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>60 (2.7, 1358)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorced yes, Had problems getting access to healthcare</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>87 (4.3, 1775)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest in physical appearance, Had problems getting access to healthcare</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>87 (4.3, 1775)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community engagement is none, Had problems getting access to healthcare</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>58 (2.6, 1313.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cigarettes use low, Had problems getting access to healthcare</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>87 (4.3, 1775)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.7.6 Comparison of Precursors Among Three Groups

In this section, we compare the precursors identified by the rules among three groups persistent, recovery and onset groups. Comparison of these helps us in answering the research questions, if the participants of persistent and onset groups share similar pathways. Tables 4.6 and 4.7 show the shared and diverse characteristics in persistent, onset and recovery groups. One common characteristic in persistent and onset groups is number of cigars use being high and they do not have family support. Contrasting characteristic observed between both the groups is persistent PTSD group doesn’t have family support and onset group have family support. Recovery group is also observed to have family support. Therefore, it can be observed that family support played a role in the recovery process but has nothing to do from stopping to develop high PTSD symptoms. Persistent group doesn’t enjoy home related activities whereas recovery group show
interest in home related activities. High alcoholic use is an indicator of onset of high PTSD symptoms. Participants with high frequency of alcohol use are at great risk of developing high PTSD symptoms whereas in participants with high PTSD symptoms at baseline and low frequency of alcohol predicted the likelihood of recovery in these participants.

Comparison of EMA characteristics showed that, different EMA symptoms were prominent in different groups. Stress and sleep were seen to be observed the most in persistent high PTSD symptoms, whereas engaging in risky behaviors was dominant in the onset group. Although stress and sleep were also worse in the onset group. Participants who had better self worthiness showed signs of recovery from high baseline PTSD symptoms. Having better sleep for two weeks also showed signs of recovery. Sleep is observed to be one good precursor to predict the risk of high PTSD symptoms in participants.

Table 4.6. Comparison of EMA characteristics between three groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Persistent high PTSD</th>
<th>Onset of high PTSD</th>
<th>Recovery from high PTSD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Health worse for at least one week</td>
<td>Health worse for at least one week</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep worse for two consecutive weeks</td>
<td>Sleep worse for at least two weeks</td>
<td>Sleep better for at least two weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress worse for two consecutive weeks</td>
<td>Stress worse for two consecutive weeks</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any two symptoms worse in a week</td>
<td>Any two symptoms worse for two consecutive weeks</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engaging in risky behaviors for at least two weeks</td>
<td>Engaging in risky behaviors for at least two weeks</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Feeling self worthy for at least two weeks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.7. Comparison of baseline characteristics between three groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Persistent high PTSD</th>
<th>Onset of high PTSD</th>
<th>Recovery from high PTSD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cigarettes use high</td>
<td>Cigarettes use high</td>
<td>Cigarettes use low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Family support</td>
<td>Had family support</td>
<td>Has family support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doesn’t enjoy home related activities</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Enjoys home related activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doesn’t engage in community activities</td>
<td>Doesn’t engage in community activities</td>
<td>Moderate engagement in community activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little interest in hobbies</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Hobbies interest moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Interest physical appearance</td>
<td>Interest in physical appearance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Consumes 6 or more drinks in a day for at least 3 times in a week? Yes</td>
<td>Consumes 6 or more drinks in a day for at least 3 times in a week? No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Takes drink containing alcohol for more than 2 times a week? Yes</td>
<td>When drinking takes less than 1 or 2 drinks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatality</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Has Health problems</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorced</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peer mentor contacted for less than two weeks</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 5: EARLY WARNING SIGNS OF ACUTE CRISIS EVENTS

Identifying early warning signs is understood to be a potentially useful way to avert mental health crisis. Many research works recognize the importance of responding to early warning signs to prevent relapse [101,102]. Intervention strategies can prevent the escalation of early warning signs into crisis. The goal of this research aim is to focus on acute crisis events. Acute crisis span for short periods of time and are intermittent in nature.

5.1 The Need to Predict Crisis Events

It is suggested that prior information is important for the preparation of a person and their resolution to stress [21]. These crisis patterns not following the expected pattern of recovery is an indication of aid and effective intervention is needed. With proper knowledge, peer mentors can render valuable mental health service to their peer veterans in crisis. Discovering such rules would allow for accumulation of more knowledge of crisis patterns and for the development of effective techniques for intervention. Knowledge of the factors which precipitate into crisis in individuals is proved to be valuable and can be used for tailoring different intervention strategies by peer mentors. Additionally, crisis information allows peer mentors to free up their efforts and to spend their time effectively on more serious cases. “The goal of intervention is to prevent chronic” conditions [21]. It is known that successful crisis solutions will have further implications towards handling future life stressors and in the prevention of mental disorder [125]. This research aims to explore the variables associated with risk taking
behaviors which are the warning signs. Warning signs are intended to identify those at imminent risk and facilitate intervention.

5.2 Related Work

Warning signs are apparent in any domain. Earlier works have provided a proof of principle that crises had early indicators of occurrence of hazard. These warning signs were identified in medical [101,102], financial [103], nuclear disaster [104]. In a review on warning signs of suicide in clinical practice [28], author differentiates warning signs from risk factors. It is pointed out that risk factors are studied over a long period of time and have little clinical relevance. Whereas warning signs are associated with near time risk rather than distal relationship. In other work [103], author tried to find out the emerging warning signs of financial crisis in September 2008 from weak signals. Wor2vec was used to find weak signals, and these were evaluated at different time periods using AT function to evaluate their evolving strength. Weak signals that were strengthening over time were considered as early warning signs. All these works present the warning signs, [105] proposes method to evaluate these warning indicators to improve reliability by avoiding false alarms. Statistical approach has been adopted by [101] to detect early warning signs of depression. Momentary changes were captured using smartphone 10 times a day. Statistical summaries (variance, correlation, and autocorrelation) of these repeated measures were analyzed using kernel change point detection to identify the change points. These change points yield as early warning signs to a potential upcoming psychotic disorder. [107] introduced CQUAKE, an earthquake monitoring tool which monitors changes atmospheric parameters to provide early warning information about an impending earth quake.
Within this project, the weekly EMA item for risk taking behavior is considered as acute crisis in this work. To adequately identify early warning signs to risk taking behaviors in veterans, we propose to use AC defined in the previous chapter.

5.3 Risky Behaviors in Veterans

It was observed that OEF/OIF veterans engage in risky behaviors more often than general population especially during mental illness [5]. It was further investigated that risky behaviors were most correlated with high PTSD symptoms. In the current study the association between baseline characteristics, EMA current symptoms and risky behaviors is further investigated. The purpose of this is to evaluate whether any specific characteristics could predict the risk behaviors in veterans.

Several studies have identified the risk factors of PTSD, these risk indices included long-term risk factors which provide very little information about acute crisis events, and these are not evaluated in natural settings. There is a need to identify the warning signs of short-term risk and examine how they vary across subgroups. In this work, we propose a method for the prediction of short term or imminent risk of crisis events or risky behaviors. In this work, we seek to identify the early warning signs or markers of acute crisis in veterans. Being informed about developing symptoms or early warning signs can help reduce the severity of crisis. The following are the research objectives of this research aim:

1. Can the weekly EMA symptoms captured predict the upcoming acute crisis in participants with reasonable accuracy?

2. What are the warning signs that indicate acute crisis?
3. How different are these ML identified warning signs from veterans’ implicit theories of warning signs?

5.4 Preprocessing

The goal of this section of the study is in finding the patterns of risky behaviors by veterans during the 12-week rehabilitation program. This information is collected in the weekly EMA surveys to know if there was a risk-taking behavior by the veteran during the past week. The patterns that are identified serve as early warning signs to risky behaviors and can be by peer mentors to tailor targeted intervention.

The data preprocessing involves considering only the veterans who took the discharge survey. Participants who missed the discharge survey are excluded from this study. Whether or not the veteran engaged in risk-taking behavior that week is assessed via EMA question “Have you engaged in any risky behavior (as you define it) this week?” stated in chapter 2. The response of 3 which is worse was considered as engaging in risky behaviors (1) and others as not (0). Total responses reflecting the number of risky behaviors was calculated. A binary variable to capture whether participants engaged in risky behaviors at least once (1) or not (0) is created which is the outcome variable. The other EMA variables are aggregated until the prior week of risky behavior to capture the sleep, stress and health patterns that indicate possible acute crisis. The summarized variables included whether sleep is worse for 2weeks, 3weeks and so on until 11 weeks. Similar aggregations are performed for stress, health, and self-worthiness. Additionally, veterans’ peer mentors’ perception, or what we viewed as their implicit theories around crisis warning signs were included. These included “any two symptoms worse for at least one week”, “any two symptoms worse for two consecutive weeks”, “three
symptoms worse for at least one week”, and “three symptoms worse for two consecutive weeks”. These variables are included to verify whether the model identifies these patterns as warning signs. All the baseline variables as discussed in the section 4.2 are also considered in this research aim.

The sample size of this study consists of 108 entries. Whether or not the veteran engaged in risky behaviors is indicated by the class variable “risk flag”. The data distribution of this variable is shown in the Figure 5.1. The data distribution shows the sample is class balanced data, with 60 risk taking behaviors and 48 being the participants who didn’t engage in risk taking behaviors at least once.

![Figure 5.1. Data distribution of class variable](image)

5.5 Analysis of Risky Behaviors by PTSD Levels

The risk behavior characteristics are compared among the participants with persistent, onset and recovery from high PTSD symptoms. Descriptive statistics such as mean, median and mode were used. The average number of times participants without high PTSD symptoms during the 12-week program engaged in risky behaviors is 0.3 (sd = 0.6). But this is different in participants who had high PTSD symptoms either at the time
of baseline or discharge. The average and standard deviation of risky behaviors in relevant groups are shown in the Table 5.1. For the participants who joined the program with high PTSD symptoms have a mean value of about 1 (sd: 1-1.4). However, the occurrence of these behaviors is comparatively high in the group who developed high PTSD symptoms by the time of discharge(onset). The average occurrence is approximately 2 with standard deviation of 1.4. The results are consistent with many other studies showing associations between risk behaviors and high PTSD symptoms.

Table 5.1. Average risk taking behavior observed in the sample in three groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Average risk-taking behaviors</th>
<th>Std</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Persistent</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onset</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovery</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.6 Week with Most Occurring Risky Behaviors

12 weeks of the program are compared to find the period when occurrences are most prominent. Knowing the period at which veterans are more likely to engage in risky behaviors is important for mentors, so that they can pay more attention to their mentees. The measure for this analysis is the number of participants engaged in risky behaviors in a week. Both the first occurrences and repetitive occurrences are compared across all the weeks. If a participant engages in risky behaviors in that week for the first time during
the program, then it is considered as “first occurrence” and whether or not it is first or repetitive occurrence it is considered as “all occurrence”. Figure 5.2 shows the percentage of total occurrences for each week. It is observed from the data that on an average 8 participants are likely to engage in risky behaviors in any week, and of them 4 participants are engaged in risky behaviors for the first time. Weeks 6, 8, 9 ad 10 are observed to have higher percentage of risk-taking behaviors by the participants. At week 6, 9% of the participants are more likely to have reported their first occurrence. Percentages are evaluated here because the raw number of participants remaining in the intervention declined over time.

![Graph of Percentage of Risky Behaviors Across Twelve Weeks](image)

Figure 5.2. Percentage of risky behaviors across twelve weeks

### 5.7 Correlation Analysis

Correlation analysis is done to evaluate the association between baseline feature variables and EMA variables which are associated with risk taking behaviors. All the variables (high alcoholic use, exposure to trauma incident, marital status, stressful legal problems, worse EMA symptoms) are significantly correlated with risk taking behaviors in the
participants. All the input variables are artificially dichotomized and the dependent variable being continuous, Point biserial correlation is used to measure the degree of relationship between independent variables and dependent variable. \( P \)-value is used to test if this relation is statistically significant or not. The \( p \)-value shows the probability that this strength may occur by chance. Correlation analysis between the variables revealed that having worse stress and self-worthiness for at least 6 to 8 weeks has a moderate correlation value with risk behaviors with high statistical significance. Having stressful legal problems and exposure to trauma have less correlation between 0.28-0.33. Having any two symptoms worse for two consecutive weeks has strong correlation of 0.7 with very high statistical significance. Similar correlation is observed with having any 3 symptoms worse for at least one week. Having reported zero worse sleep, stress or self-worthiness have a moderate negative correlation with risk-taking behaviors. The results also noted another observed association in the literature, high PTSD symptoms being associated with risk-taking behaviors.

5.8 Method for Mining the Patterns

This research aim uses association rule mining for discovering the patterns of acute crisis events which in this study are the risk-taking behaviors in veterans. Rules are generated from frequent item sets with a min support threshold of 7\% and 0.7 confidence. All the redundant rules are filtered by applying the redundancy rules discussed in section 4.6.4. There were nearly 2000 non-redundant rules generated from the algorithm. As all these rules may not represent the true association and some of them could have occurred by chance, odds ratio is calculated to test the statistical significance of these rules. \( P \)-value of 0.01 is used as the significance level, which implies probability that association occurred
by chance is 1%. To find the optimal set of rules that improve prediction accuracy, rule selection is performed. Support and confidence independently cannot be used for rule selection as they can lead to high bias and variance. For example, if we use a high confidence threshold, we will be missing the rules with low confidence but have good support in the database. On the other hand, having low confidence threshold results in many uninteresting rules. Therefore, to maintain a balance between these two, this work used harmonic mean of support and confidence (weight) as the criteria for rule selection. To find the optimal threshold for weight that has higher accuracy and sensitivity in predicting the positive class, these measures are evaluated for various values. Plot showing these measures for various thresholds is shown in Figure 5.3.
From weight 19, precision and f-score of the positive class is high and the accuracy and sensitivity of the positive class are also stable. Therefore, weight 19 is used as the criteria for rule selection and these rules will be used for predicting the risk label in participants. There were in total 35 rules selected and some of these are shown in the Table 5.2

Table 5.2. Identified rules of acute crisis events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Support (%)</th>
<th>Confidence (%)</th>
<th>Odds Ratio (95% CI)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Interest in physical appearance, Any two symptoms worse for two consecutive weeks =&gt; Acute crisis</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>94.4</td>
<td>79.5 (9.7,646)</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Any two symptoms worse for two consecutive weeks, Any three symptoms worse in a week =&gt; Acute crisis</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>90.5</td>
<td>57.5 (11.6,283)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Fatality, Any two symptoms worse for two consecutive weeks =&gt; Acute crisis</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>89.5</td>
<td>38.9 (8,187.5)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Social life limited to few people, Any two symptoms worse for two consecutive weeks =&gt; Acute crisis</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>89.5</td>
<td>38.9 (8,187.5)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Fatality, Social life limited to few people, Any two symptoms worse for two consecutive weeks</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>88.2</td>
<td>27.3 (5.7,130)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Has health problems, Any two symptoms worse for two consecutive weeks =&gt; Acute crisis</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>88.2</td>
<td>34.5 (7,165.6)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Social life limited to few people, Stressful legal problems, Any two symptoms worse in a week</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>88.2</td>
<td>7.4 (2.5,21.8)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Interest in physical appearance, Any three symptoms worse in a week =&gt; Acute crisis</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>16.5 (5.1,52.6)</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Fatality, Any three symptoms worse in a week =&gt; Acute crisis</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>84.2</td>
<td>18.6 (5.4,63.7)</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Social life limited to few people, Any three symptoms worse in a week =&gt; Acute crisis</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>82.6</td>
<td>17.5 (5.6,53.9)</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>OR (95% CI)</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Has health problems, Any three symptoms worse in a week =&gt; Acute crisis</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>11.8 (3.9,35.3)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Stressful legal problems, Any two symptoms worse in a week</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>5.9 (2,16)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>No family support, Any two symptoms worse in a week =&gt; Acute crisis</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>73.9</td>
<td>9.9 (3.4,28.4)</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Cigarettes use high, Any two symptoms worse in a week =&gt; Acute crisis</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>5.1 (2,13.1)</td>
<td>0.042</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.9 Results

#### 5.9.1 Early Warning Signs Identified

Figure 5.4 shows the pictorial representation of the rules from Table 5.2, all the baseline characteristics are shown in blue and EMA symptoms in brown. From these rules, the most observed EMA symptoms in participants engaging in risky behaviors are “any two symptoms worse in a week”, “any three symptoms worse in a week” and ”any two symptoms worse for two consecutive weeks”. Showing interest in physical appearance with two symptoms worse for two consecutive weeks is seen as the important pattern with 94.4% confidence and OR 79.5. Fatality of dear ones is another important baseline variable which along with any two symptoms worse for two consecutive weeks has nearly 90% confidence and 38.9 OR. The other most important baseline variable observed in the rules is social life limited to few people. OR of this variable is 1 and is not significant to explain the association with the acute crisis. But this variable along with current EMA symptom of experiencing any two symptoms worse for two consecutive weeks has OR of 38.9 and 90% confidence. The other baseline variables observed with this EMA characteristic are having health problems, no family and friends support, and...
going through stressful legal problems. Participants with all these baseline characteristics and experiencing any three symptoms worse in a week and has a significant association with acute crisis with 80-85% confidence of engaging in risky behaviors. From the results, it can be summarized that these EMA characteristics “any two symptoms worse in a week”, “any three symptoms worse in a week” and “any two symptoms worse for two consecutive weeks” are some of the early warning signs of acute crisis events in veterans.

Figure 5.4. Identified rules of acute crisis events

Characteristics in blue represent baseline; In brown represents EMA symptoms; Baseline and EMA symptoms enclosed in a oval represent a rule; Ex: Rule 11 (in green) consists of stressful legal problems, social life with few people; 2 symptoms worse for at least a week
Confidence of these rules is shown in Figure 5.5. For each of the 35 rules, the number of participants the rule predicts correctly as risk are considered true positives, and false predictions are considered as false positives. True positives and false positives of these rules are plotted as shown in Figure 5.6. Numbers in the chart represent rank of the rule. The chart shows that most of these selected rules occupy lower right-hand side of the chart which indicate high true positives and low false positives. Rules are ranked in the decreasing order of confidence and support, rule with highest confidence is assigned rank 1.

Figure 5.5 Confidence of the rules
5.9.2 Classification Results

The rules identified in the previous section are used to predict if the participant is at risk of engaging in at least one risky behavior. If at least one rule votes a participant as likely to engage in risky behaviors, he/she is considered at risk of acute crisis event or else is considered as not at risk. These rules are evaluated on both train data and unseen test data. The accuracy which is the percentage of correct predictions against the total number of participants, is shown for both train and test data. Along with it the sensitivity of predicting the correct risk label in the risk group is also evaluated. The accuracy in the test data is 82% and the sensitivity of predicting the risk flag which represents the true positives relative to the actual positives is 92.3%. These are in accordance with the accuracy (81.7%) and sensitivity (96.3%) of the train data. The f1 score of both train and test data is 0.82. These results show that the risk rules are reasonably good at predicting the acute crisis events in veterans and the early warning signs identified by the rules can be used by the peer mentors for providing personalized interventions in their mentees.
Hence the associative classifier built in this study not only predicts the true label in these participants but also provides the indicators which are the early warning signs behind the prediction.
CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION

6.1 Summary

This dissertation addresses several challenges to predict long-term crisis (high PTSD) and intermittent acute crisis events (risk taking behaviors) in veterans in addition to identifying the precursors and early warning signs that are prior indicators to them. Finding of these precursors and early warning signs are based on the definition of crisis theory. The knowledge of these information serve peer mentors in providing intervention to their mentees who are predicted to be at risk of crisis. Some of the unique and major contributions of this work are introducing an interpretable ML model which provides reasoning to the predictions.

The precursors identified to long-term crisis (persistent and onset of high PTSD) and the protective factors in those who recovered from high PTSD observed in chapter 4 are very contrasting. The results showed that having family and friends support, interest in hobbies and engaging in community activities played key role in participants recovery during the rehabilitation program. Absence of these baseline characteristics were observed to have worse sleep symptoms for at least two consecutive weeks and lack of employment with worse stress symptoms. Having health problems at the time of baseline is one of the risk factors for developing high PTSD. Participants who developed high PTSD during the program were also observed to have engaged in risk taking behaviors more frequently than others. The other interesting pattern in these participants is showing interest in physical appearance. This requires further investigation in future work due to insufficiency of data in this group. These precursors identified very much exhibit the
characteristics of precursors defined in crisis theory in chapter 1. These are repetitive, there could be multiple occurrences of these events during the 12-week rehabilitation program.

Interest in physical appearance, social life with few people, stressful legal problems, having no family and friends support and fatality of dear ones were most observed in participants who engaged in risky behaviors at least once. The early warning signs observed in these participants are experiencing at least two to three symptoms worse for two consecutive weeks prior to engaging in first risky behavior. These findings are in line with veterans peer mentors’ implicit theory of early warning signs.

Though these results were generated from small volume of data, the results are promising as they are in line with the findings from literature. The accuracy and sensitivity of the predictions generated from these patterns were also reasonably good ranging between 80-96%. Thus, it can be concluded that associative classifier built in this work was not only able to identify patterns that indicate long-term and acute crisis in veterans, it also serves as a predictive model with explainable predictions.

6.2 Limitations

Measures in this study are limited to veteran’s self-report, without further testing. Other tools may be needed such as collecting peer mentor feedback to increase data reliability and prevent biases. Though the associative classifier generated predictions with reasonable accuracy and sensitivity, this model has the limitation of being trained on limited set of data. It is advised that future work may consider extending these findings on larger set of participants.
6.3 Future Work

Rules identified in this work can be used to generate alerts to peer mentors to provide intervention programs. Targeted and tailored intervention programs can be implemented for veterans who meet these specific characteristics. The baseline characteristic observed in veterans at high risk was showing interest in physical appearance which needed more data support. From the literature, it was observed that age and health related changes are associated with concerns about physical appearance. It was stated that body image dissatisfaction can have consequences on psychological well-being and self-esteem [107,108]. People with self-presentational concerns may experience lowered self-esteem. It is also understood to result in social isolation in older adults. The future work may further investigate to find if the participants have concerns about their physical appearance. Also the rules identified in this work do not represent causation, this work can be extended to generate causal association rules by future works.
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